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1. Introduction 
The construction of a new road can affect the lives of different 
people in many ways. The ways in which those people evaluate a 
new road scheme and how this relates to actual changes in 
physical environmental conditions is clearly important for those 
involved with the selection, design and management of such 
projects. For information concerning the views people hold 
towards a new project to be useful and effective, it should be 
gathered in a way that relates to specific decision-making 
objectives . 
The aim of the project on which this report is based is to 
develop approaches to the measurement of individuals' evaluations 
of the constructional and operational consequences of a road 
scheme which meet these requirements. Two particular research 
themes form the background to the project. The first is to 
provide a fuller conceptual analysis of the ways in which people 
evaluate the good and bad aspects of major new road schemes. In 
particular, the project sought to examine the role of beliefs 
and micro-social processes in the formation of the attitudes 
which people hold and how these relate to their actual 
experiences of the road scheme. From this perspective an 
individual's llevaluationll of a road scheme can be theorized at 
many levels, from the merely physical, such as the annoying 
effect of noise, to the role of friends and neighbours in 
influencing the status of different forms of information or the 
formation of views held. Considering both the physical and 
social factors underlying evaluation provides greater scope for 
explaining the variability of reactions to environmental 
disturbances as well as suggesting more realistic measures for 
dealing with people's anxieties and concerns. Secondly the 
project as a whole will provide the necessary time span to 
examine both residents' prior and posterior weights for a number 
of environmental attributes related to the road scheme in 
operation. From this it should be possible to begin to 
formulate guidance for planners on how to incorporate prior 
subjective views into project evaluation in a way which allows 
for known relationships between prior and posterior views. 
In view of the exploratory nature of the investigation, and the 
absence of well defined methods for identifying and measuring the 
different processes and mechanisms of interest, considerable 
effort was spent in undertaking in depth interviews with 
residents. These were carried out firstly to establish whether 
the theoretical concepts initially considered relevant to the 
study were so in practice and secondly, if they were, how they 
could be structured within formal survey methods. Accordingly, a 
substantial part of this report is concerned with the content and 
issues raised by those interviews. 
1.1 Aims and Obiectives 
Initially the Institute for Transport Studies was invited 
formally by the DOE and the former West Yorkshire Metropolitan 
County Council to submit a proposal for a programme of research 
into residents attitudes to the environmental impact of a haulage 
road from Sharlston Colliery to Welbeck landfill site, Wakefield. 
There are many ways in which attitudinal information could be 
used within a planning and design framework (see Figure 1). Not 
all of these could be examined in a single study and some were 
prohibited, since the planning of the road scheme had reached the 
construction phase. At a workshop organised by the Welbeck 
Project Steering Committee and in later discussions with officers 
charged with the management of the Welbeck Scheme in its entirety 
two main areas of interest were identified: 
(i) to conduct a detailed conceptual analysis of the way in 
which people formed an evaluation of the road scheme; 
(ii) to measure individuals' assessments of, and attitudes 
to, anticipated changes in different environmental 
attributes and to compare these to the same attributes 
after any changes had occurred. 
Accordingly, our research proposal had two main objectives. 
The first objective was to develop a survey technique to identify 
the factors which were likely to contribute to peoples1 
1) prior evaluation of the road scheme 
2) actual experience of the road scheme. 
This part of the study was based upon the premise that judgements 
about a large-scale road construction scheme would be formed in 
relation to physical and social factors. The former would be 
represented by such features as exposure to noise and dust 
nuisance, the latter by such influences as the viewpoints of 
other people and the flows of information which it is 
hypothesised predicate particular evaluative judgements. An 
understanding of the interaction between 'physical1 and 'social' 
influences on attitudes was considered to be important in 
highlighting the origins of different viewpoints and the 
influence of such matters as public consultation on opinions held 
within a community. 
The second objective was labelled 'Uncertainty in Environmental 
Evaluation' and was concerned to measure people's present 
evaluation of events scheduled to occur in the future and of 
which they have imperfect knowledge or little prior experience, 
specifically, the environmental consequences of the road in 
operation. Building on an initial prior statement it would be 
possible, by comparing these responses to the responses to those 
same events after they had been experienced, to assess the extent 
to which such prior judgements are realistic or reliable forms of 
information to input to the evaluation of alternative project 
options. 
Figure One: R-CJ 
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2. Proi ect Backsround 
2.1 Studv Context 
In 1985, West Yorkshire Metropolitan County Council proposed a 
scheme to reclaim 300 HA of mainly derelict and disused land in 
the Calder Valley immediately to the east of Wakefield, using 
colliery spoil and household waste. The construction of a 
haulage route to transport colliery waste to the St Johns area of 
the Welbeck site represents the first stage of the reclamation 
which will expand in various stages until the year 2050. The 
alignment of the road is close to the Woodhouse estate, which is 
a largely post-1960s Council-built development, although the 
properties closest to the road were privately built. The 
construction of the section of road closest to the Woodhouse 
estate (marked by a broken line on Fig 2) began on July 31st 1986 
and was due for completion by November 30th 1986. The conveyance 
of spoil on the private haul road from Sharlston Colliery would, 
it was estimated, generate between 60-140 round trips/day. 
Figure 2: Plan of Local Area 
The proposed construction of the road had aroused criticism and 
anxiety among local residents. These were expressed publicly at 
meetings organised by the County Council and through written 
representations (WYCC, 1985). Views expressed indicated that 
there were strong negative feelings towards the road for a large 
number of reasons, some founded on factual evidence others on 
speculation. The written representations highlighted- many 
sources of discontent amongst local people, mostly to the Welbeok 
scheme as a whole, but also to the haulage road proposal. A 
number of references were made to a perceived alternative 'scheme 
utilizing a disused railway line to haul the colliery waste. 
Further to these written representations a series of public 
meetings had already been held prior to the commencement of this 
study to inform local residents about the scheme proposal. In 
addition, a liaison group had been formed, comprised of a 
spokesperson for each of six residential streets affected by the 
haulage road and local authority officers. The aim of this group 
was to provide a channel of communication between the 'public1 
and the 'planners'. As part of the study it would have been 
interesting to have monitored the effect of these meetings and 
the liaison committee on individuals' assessments of the haulage 
road scheme. The timing of the project, however, meant that it 
was only possible to capture peoplels opinions of these meetings 
retrospectively at a point immediately prior to the construction 
of the road scheme, when the majority of the decisions about the 
project had been made and when views about the road were likely 
to be entrenched. Nonetheless it was felt that obtaining 
residents' retrospective views about the public meetings or other 
forms of official communication would be an important area to 
focus on in the early stages of the project. 
The timing of the study and the level of information which people 
had about the road scheme meant that a key consideration in the 
study design was adaptability, in order to be able to respond to 
a wide range of diverse and complex views and to review and 
reconstrue any conceptions which may have been formed by 
ourselves prior to talking to the local residents. 
Even before talking to local residents, however, it was 
considered useful to examine briefly whether there had been other 
studies of residents1 evaluations of road construction schemes; 
if so, what issues had they covered and what methods had been 
adopted to examine those issues? 
2.2 Road Construction Studies 
Few reported studies evaluating residents1 reactions to road 
construction nuisance were found in the literature. Those which 
were, have been undertaken by the Transport and Road R qe rch , 
Laboratory. Two of these studies (Martin, 1980.; '"~&t!h'and 
(Baughan, 1983) form the basis for the guidelines found in the 
Manual of Environmental Appraisal (MEA) for assessment of 
environmental disturbances created by new trunk road schemes 
(Department of Transport, 1983). The manual defines construction 
nuisance as the temporary nuisance and annoyance to people in an 
area which can occur between the start of the pre-construction 
works and the end of the contract maintenance period, when all 
temporary works are removed. 
The MEA provides guidelines for assessment based on estimates of 
the proportion of people living within a given distance of the 
project likely to be bothered in terms of a small number of 
environmental indicators such as noise and dust. These 
guidelines are based on studies where the nuisance caused was 
measured on a 4-point scale. Each individual was asked to-form a 
judgement about such items and to indicate his/her response along 
this ordered scale. In summary, these surveys indicated that: 
1) Dust, noise and general mess were the major nuisances 
experienced by residents up to 50 metres from the road 
construction and beyond this distance 'general mess8, 
,access problemsf and 'traffic problems8 were more of a 
problem than noise, dust and vibration; 
2) Even at a relatively short distance, there existed a 
proportion of the resident population who are unperturbed by 
road construction disturbance; 
3) The way people learnt about the scheme affected their 
attitudes to the disturbances; 
4 )  The importance of different types of nuisance varied between 
sites, although there was a consensus for reducing the 
amount of time to carry out the work even if this 
intensified the nuisance. 
These results are of interest to this study, showing some of the 
factors which need to be taken into consideration in the 
measurement of individuals8 assessments of road scheme 
construction. 
The studies however do not indicate: 
1) why those attributes selected for study were included; 
2) the reasons for the particular measurement technique; 
3) how views about the road scheme might have changed over a 
period of time. 
Studies of Road Construction and O~eration: Uncertaintv in 
Environmental Evaluation 
A review of the literature failed to reveal any work, either in 
transport or related sectors, where an explicit attempt had been 
made to recognise and incorporate into evaluation procedures 
possible differences between people's prior and posterior 
evaluations of environmental consequences and the associated 
uncertainties. 
Discussion 
From this review it was felt that a number of topics which were 
relevant to determining how information from local communities 
might feed into project evaluation (see Figure 1) had not been 
researched in any detail. Certain specific research topics were 
identified as particularly important. 
2.3 Research To~ics Addressed 
Firstly, in relation to the multidimensions of attitude: 
a) What concerns do people have prior to the construction of a 
road scheme and why? 
b) What specific disturbances, indirect effects and wider 
issues are reported when the road is under construction or 
operation and how do these relate to (a)? 
Secondly, in relation to uncertainty: 
c) How can residents' views be assessed to permit their 
incorporation within a formal evaluation framework? 
d) Are their prior evaluations consistent with those they form 
once they have experience of the road scheme in operation. 
e) If prior and posterior evaluations are different, to what 
extent and how should such differences be taken into account 
in formal (inevitably pre-construction) evaluation? 
For both a) and b) it is important to elicit residents' views of 
a road scheme in their own terms within a theory of attitude to 
indicate how to identify items of interest and to provide a basis 
for developing more structured measurement techniques. For c) it 
is necessary to frame questions about the anticipated effects of 
road operation in which the individual is required to make 
evaluations involving varying degrees of certainty and risk. For 
d) it is necessary that the responses are compared to responses 
after any effects of the road have been experienced. The timing 
of the project meant that it was only possible however to measure 
residents' weights of different environmental attributes prior to 
the operation and not to the construction of the road. 
3. Survev Desian: Methodolosical Issues 
3.1 Attitudes, Evaluation and Environmental Issues 
Where individualsn views about a given subject are sought as an 
input to a decision-making process three fundamental 
considerations are involved: 
1) the views which are to count as important or legitimate 
areas for project evaluation; 
2) the technique for eliciting those views; and 
3) the techniques for measuring and structuring those views. 
Each of these considerations is discussed in turn below. 
Elements of Attitude 
In the literature the term attitude is often used as a catchall 
phrase to describe the measurement of an individual's l1reaction'1 
to a given object,. person or situation. The indiscriminate use 
of the term attitude can lead to confusion when comparing results 
across studies and obscure the meaning of any measures actually 
produced. 
In the theoretical analysis of attitudes it has been reported 
that the term attitude comprises an affective (emotion/feeling), 
a cognitive (what people know about an issue) and behavioural 
(action) component, although there is less agreement about how 
these elements are related (Harre and Secord, 1970). The 
importance of distinguishing between the different elements 
becomes apparent from the following example. Two persons who are 
equally opposed to the construction of a road may have quite 
different conceptions of its nature, cause and consequences and 
may have different views concerning any action (the behavioural 
element of attitude) which should be taken to minimize the 
environmental impact of such schemes. These different components 
of 'attitude1 are important in interpreting and explaining how 
and why different people act or react as they do. 
Typically in transport/environment related studies it is the 
affective component of attitude which is usually measured as a 
means of establishing the 'cost1 or 'impact1 of a project on a 
community. The concept of reported annoyance (or nuisance, 
dissatisfaction) typically forms the measurement unit since it is 
alleged this allows each individual to take into account all the 
different effects which a project may have. 
As the above example shows, however, different people may be 
annoyed or dissatisfied by a project for different reasons. This 
distinction is important since the interpretation of subjective 
response data may influence the selection and design of project 
options and proposed action for the amelioration of adverse 
impacts. Furthermore, without this an understanding 
of different people's concerns and wo 1 be more difficult 
to achieve. 
- 
.- . 
Affective and Coqnitive Elements 
In the first part of our study we were interested in the possible 
link between individuals1 feelings (affect) and beliefs and 
reasons (cognition) about the road scheme. This interest was 
concerned with examining the justification for using any one 
particular element of attitude as a basis for measuring the 
'cost' or impact of a project on a community and the extent to 
which peoplels feelings about the road scheme either during, 
before or after the scheme are based upon a similar set or sets 
of reasons and beliefs. 
For the purpose of the study the classification favourable or 
unfavourable feelings about the road scheme were restricted to 
emotions or psychological states expressed verbally in relation 
to some aspect of the road construction or operation. 
Accordingly, no attempt was made to record signs of non-verbal 
behaviour which might indicate an attitude towards the road 
scheme. 
Within this classification it was expected that a spectrum of 
feelings would be revealed for example annoyance, anxiety, upset 
or concern. The purpose of our study was to identify those 
feelings expressed most frequently in relation to the road 
scheme. 
The congnitive element of attitude was taken to refer to those 
beliefs or reasons which people refer to in the course of 
explaining their views about the road scheme. A number of 
authors have indicated that beliefs form the basis for evalution 
(Fishbein, 1967; Harre and Secord, 1971). Those beliefs are 
considered for the purpose of the project to refer to any 
explanation or justification for particular views in relation to 
the road scheme. These beliefs may be grounded in previous 
experience of similar road schemes elsewhere, observation or 
simply inferred (attribution processes). Attribution processes 
(sometimes referred to as causal beliefs) were considered to be 
possibly important mechanisms for three reasons. 
Firstly, insofar as widespread public consultation had been 
carried out by the local council, it was felt that this could 
create a situation where people possessed widely different levels 
of knowledcre or information about the scheme and were therefore 
likely to attribute sources of worry and concern in different 
ways. In this sense attribution processes can be regarded in 
part at least as being concerned with the underlying 
uncertainties (subjective probabilities) surrounding people's 
views about the road scheme and the basis for this uncertainty. 
This aspect of work is parallel to the measurement of uncertainty 
discussed in the next section. 
Secondly and with respect to people refusing or showing an 
apparent disinterest in an interview, the reasons (perhaps) which 
people provide are important in revealing the sources of their 
disinterest or refusals. Often refusals or no 
treated simply as potential sources of bias in c 
across different groups.-or catchment areas. 
indeed important, from the perspective of att 
refusals or disinterests are as valid to a study of ltevaluations~ 
as comments which expand on the themes of interest. 
Thirdly, the notion of beliefs, reasons or attributions provides 
a concept which grounds individuals' viewpoints in a social 
context. This then provides a means of exploring and examining 
the role and influence of different types of information on the 
formation of people's evaluatory positions, and therefore whether 
such events as a public consultation which leads to certain flows 
of information are capable of affecting individualst evaluations. 
At the outset it was decided to collect as many as possible of 
the reasons which people used in the course of explaining their 
views or feelings about the road scheme. 
In terms of relating cognitive and affective elements of attitude 
the main theoretical issue relates to their causal ordering. 
Thus far it has been implied that beliefs are precursors or 
mediating factors upon feelings and evaluation. It can be argued 
however that a personts unfavourable feelings about a road scheme 
may generate or lead to negative beliefs. Similarly it has been 
implied that there is a simple direct relationship between the 
elements of interest waiting to be uncovered by empirical 
investigation. As the literature shows however and as numerous 
text books on the subject bear testimony, studies on attitudes 
are more complex than the conception adopted here. From our 
perspective however the interest in this study was to capture as 
fully as possible the feelings and beliefs which are shared, 
partitioned and distributed through a differentiated group of 
people who notionally comprise an impacted community. From this 
position, a descriptive framework for organising and analysing 
the ways people form views about major changes in environmental 
conditions can then be constructed and from this more structured 
survey techniques developed. 
To achieve this however it is necessary to give attention to the 
way in which attitudinal information is elicited, recorded and 
measured. This forms the next area of discussion. 
3.2 Elicitation of Views 
Having established the elements of attitude to be covered in this 
part of the study the next issue requiring attention is the way 
in which those elements are obtained and revealed. The two most 
common methods for obtaining this information are the 
questionnaire, where an individual is asked to respond to a set 
of pre-structured questions or an interview, where the approach 
is more loosely structured. The advantage of the questionnaire 
is that the same question can be asked of everyone and in theory 
at least the role and influence of the interviewer on the 
information produced is reduced compared to less structured 
approaches. The disadvantages are that the sensitivity to 
individual variability (by structuring the range of topics which 
an individual can discuss) is reduced. Moreover certain 
questions included in the questionnaire are meaningless for some 
or the majority of the sample. 
The interview has the advantage of being more interactive. That 
is, both the interviewer and respondent can to varying degrees 
set the topics for discussion and react to each other in a way 
that is experienced in everyday conversation. Moreover the type 
of information that is recorded can be in a form representing 
common everyday language and hence the richness and diversity of 
information and meaning may be greater than by questionnaire 
techniques. The more detailed the recording the greater the 
richness of the information. The disadvantage of the interview 
is that it may introduce factors into the analysis over which the 
researcher has little or no control. Whilst this is probably not 
always undesirable, particularly where the issues under 
consideration are complex, unusual or require treating people as 
intelligent beings rather than I1respondents" there is the danger 
that the interview can rapidly breakdown into a meandering 
conversation which ultimately provides little useful information 
for the researcher. 
In this study the interview and questionnaire approach were 
regarded as complementary methods; the former providing the basis 
for detailed conceptual analysis of the subject leading to more 
structured and speqific types of enquiry. 
Due to the timing of the project it was not possible to conduct 
the detailed interviews in time for structured questions to be 
formed prior to the road construction. Therefore structured 
response data about people's prior expectations of the road 
scheme is missing from the study. 
3.3 Measurement 
In this study, measurement refers simply to the process whereby 
an individual orders a response to an attribute or project 
options with respect to a given evaluative dimension (e.g. 
annoyance, satisfaction, belief). Since we were not in a 
position to present individuals with project alternatives, our 
study was to measure the strength of feeling or beliefs about 
specific or general aspects of the scheme. Two approaches to 
measurement were considered: ranking and rating. 
A ratinq approach to measurement assumes that the strength of an 
individual's reaction can be located on a linear scale. The 
advantage of a rating scale approach is that it provides not only 
the strength of reaction towards a particular attribute but can 
also be converted to rank order data. A ranking approach 
requires an individual to order a number of attributes with 
resnect to some evaluative dimension le.a. nuisance. 
satisfaction). The advantage of a ranking appr6ac6 is that eac6 
individual is forced into choosing between attributes whereas in 
a rating scale approach each attribute is considered in turn. 
The disadvantage of a ranking-approach is that it tells us little 
about the strength of reaction towards any single attribute only 
the relative ordering (Grigg, 1981). 
For project appraisal it was considered important to identify 
both the strength of response to specify attributes as well as 
their relative importance. Both approaches were adopted in the 
main survey design. 
3.4 Questionnaire Desian 
In the absence of any clearly defined method for eliciting and 
measuring people's attitudes to a road construction scheme it was 
proposed to use information taken from the detailed interviews 
with people prior to the road scheme to construct a number of 
statements which reflected the main feelings and beliefs towards 
the road scheme. This technique was adapted from an experimental 
design used by Argyle (1980) to explore the effects of different 
socially embarrassing situations. By adopting this approach the 
actual structure of the final survey design moved away from the 
classical repertory grid towards a multi scaling matrix. Each 
statement (independent variable) would then be assessed against a 
number of rating scales representing important evaluative 
dimensions (dependent variables) identified again from the 
detailed interviews. Each individual then would produce for 
those statements which he or she considered relevant to their 
evaluation a matrix of 'scores'. This produces a matrix of 
reaction scores for each individual with six dependent variables. 
Starting from this simple matrix, the objective of the analysis 
is to examine relationship (correlations) between different 
groups of dependent and independent variables. In this case we 
are interested to identify whether high scores (implying say an 
unfavourable reaction) on different statement/scale combinations 
are matched by high scores on other statement/scale combinations, 
and therefore whether the meaning underlying any statement/scale 
combinations imply the meaning underlying other statement/scale 
combination. Figure 3 shows the type of matrix used in the study 
and the response scores for one individual to three hypothetical 
questions. 
Hv~othetical Ouestions: 
During the construction of the road scheme: 
(1) I have been aware of the noise from the machinery on site. 
(2) I have been woken up in the morning. 
(3) I have been concerned about the damage to the house from the 
construction work. 
Figure 3: An Example of a Scalar Techniaue 
for Measurina an Individual's Resvonses 
AGREE 1 2 - - - - -  2 DISAGREE 
UPSETTING 3 1 
- - - - - - -  NOT UPSETTING 
ANNOYING 3 1 
- - - - - - -  NOT ANNOYING 
SOMETHING SOMETHING I 
I EXPECTED 1 3 
- - - - - - -  DIDN'T EXPECT 
MAJOR NUISANCE 3 
- - - - - -  A MINOR NUISANCE 
SOMETHING I NOT SOMETHING I 
HAVE HEARD .-. . HAVE HEARD - 
OTHER PEOPLE 1 3 
- - - - - - -  OTHER PEOPLE 
COMPLAIN ABOUT COMPLAIN ABOUT 
From this example the second question is not pursued after the 
first scale since they disagree with the statement. The first 
statement is strongly agreed with but is assessed as having had 
little effect on the person directly although other people have 
been heard to complain about the scheme. The third statement is 
also agreed with and produces generally strong adverse reactions 
on each of the scales except for the complaints by other people. 
As well as the matrix type question, individuals were asked to 
rate the overall nuisance from the road as well, in terms of 
noise, dust, fumes, danger and loss of recreational space 
overall. The results from these questions could then be compared 
to the responses to the statements included in the matrix. From 
this the extent to which general questions capture specific 
issues could be ascertained. In addition, further specific 
questions about the intensity and frequency of noise and dust 
impacts were asked as these were considered to be particularly 
important physical impacts. 
Choice of Statements and Scales 
The independent variables (in the statement content) were 
selected on the basis of their salience from the unstructured 
interviews. These were found to comprise of four aspects of the 
road scheme - disturbance in the home; disturbances outside the 
home; effects on the neighbourhood and beliefs about the planning 
and design of the road scheme. A total of 30 statements were 
used in the main household surveys. Each statement was written 
in a form to establish whether, during the construction of the 
road scheme, a particular disturbance had been experienced, or 
whether people believed that an issue had arisen in the planning 
and design of the road scheme. The full list of statements used 
in the study is shown in Appendix 1. 
The dependent variables (the rating scales) were identified from 
the interviews as being the most relevant to the issues under 
consideration. By using a written statements format the first 
requirement of the matrix was to identify whether people agreed 
with the statement. The first scale therefore was used to 
measure how strongly people agreed or disagreed with the 
statement. Where an individual judged that the statement 
contained information which was relevant to his/her evaluation a 
further three scales were included to measure the level of 
annoyance, upset and nuisance the particular llimpactll 
represented in the statement had been during the construction of 
the road. A further two scales were also included. The first of 
these asked for each statement whether the individual had 
expected the particular llimpactl' or llissuell represented in the 
statement to occur. This was an attempt to identify 
retrospectively whether certain impacts which had perhaps not 
been expected or anticipated were more highly correlated with 
negative evaluations than those impacts which had been expected. 
The final scale attempted to measure whether other people's views 
affected assessment of other items. In other words it was 
intended to identify whether people's rating of statements 
against nuisance or annoyance or expectancy were related to the 
views of other people. Here again the scale attempted to capture 
in a single measure those influences from other social groups 
which had been identified in the unstructured interviews. 
A sub-sample of individuals was asked to complete a second set of 
statements (see Appendix 2). These statements related to the 
future operation of the road scheme. This information then forms 
the basis for comparing views of individuals prior to the 
operation of the road scheme to their actual experience of the 
road scheme. This represents the final stage of the project, to 
be undertaken at some date in the future. Individuals asked to 
respond to the multi-attribute utility questionnaire (as noted 
referring to. the operational phase of the road) were asked to 
complete questions from the other strand of the journey relating 
either to the construction phase or operational phase. 
3.5 Uncertainty and Environmental Evaluation 
Perhaps even more than with the attitudinal and microsocial 
element of the study, the attempt to formalise residents1 
valuations of the~anticipated impacts of the operation of the 
Welbeck haul road and to make some recognition of the inevitable 
uncertainties surrounding the evaluations was an exploratory and 
essentially methodological exercise. Much of the value of the 
work resides in the clearer perceptions of the problem now held 
and our better appreciation of the strengths and weaknesses of 
the methodologies applied. The specific empirical results are of 
some interest, but must be seen against the background of small 
sample sizes and methodological experimentation which 
characterised this aspect of the project. 
The first point which deserves attention in assessing the 
uncertainty and environmental evaluation work is the role of this 
type of evaluation in the decision-making process. A superficial 
understanding of social cost-benefit analysis (CBA) might suggest 
that an adequate evaluation for decision-making purposes can be 
obtained by forecasting the impacts of the different options 
under consideration, and evaluating these in money terms, using 
appropriately adjusted market prices or shadow prices. However, 
both in theory and practice, there are many reasons to doubt how 
truly such a process will capture the full social consequences of 
different options. Two doubts in particular may be mentioned. 
Firstly, CBA usually assumes that a single, appropriately 
adjusted market-based evaluation of each impact is appropriate to 
all members of society. This overlooks the fact that, especially 
with spatially specific schemes, such as road investments, local 
residents may well have very different evaluations and yet be 
unable to respond to them in the way required by the theory of 
C&A, because of social or other rigidities. Secondly, many of 
the techniques for evaluation of environmental impacts are 
regarded as far from reliable. Hence the evaluation through CBA 
of options where there are substantial environmental impacts may 
be particularly questionable. 
The multi-attribute utility approach to project evaluation 
(dubbed the "management scienceu approach to CBA in Pearce and 
Nash, 1981) is the one explored in our work on project evaluation 
in the context of the Welbeck haul road. In it, the weights 
applied to permit an aggregation of all the many impacts of a 
scheme into a single indicator are specifically derived (from an 
individual or group of individuals) in the context of the project 
under consideration. As well as being (strictly speaking) 
scheme-specific, they are subjective. They cannot, therefore, 
easily be justified as alternatives to the shadow prices used in 
CBA for the comparison of widely differing projects, where the 
link, however tenuous, to market prices, provides a common 
anchoring point. 
Where the strength of the multi-attribute approach lies is as one 
input to ovtion choice for a single project. Here, set alongside 
conventional financial or economic indicators, it has the 
potential to capture more faithfully than CBA, the evaluations of 
those concerned (local residents, scheme proponents, political 
groups, etc) of the options available. As argued earlier, these 
evaluations may well vary from those which would arise from the 
application of conventional CBA. 
A further important consideration is uncertainty, a fact which 
underlies the choice here of (the rather more analytically 
complex technique 08) multi-attribute utility theory (Keeney and 
Raiffa, 1976), rather than multi-attribute value theory (Dyer and 
Sarin, 1979). The key factor here is that, insofar as it is 
deemed desirable to input the valuations of (say) local residents 
to option choice, it is likely that the valuations obtained 
(inevitably prior to scheme construction) will be reached in a 
state of considerable uncertainty about the true impacts of the - 
scheme. Not only does this have a potential effect on the 
ranking of options prior to implementation, but it also means 
that residents' long-run, posterior evaluations of the scheme 
(which are arguably the ones that should be applied in option 
choice) may differ from their prior evaluations. It is hoped to 
explore this issue through a follow-up study of the Welbeck road, 
once the scheme is fully operational. The question of liable 
values is an important one, not only for this reason, but also 
because, in circumstances where people are uncertain about their 
values, the means by which they are elicited can have a major 
influence on what they state their values to be (e.g. Fischhoff 
et al, 1980). 
Clearly this aspect of the multi-attribute work overlaps with the 
attitudinal aspects of the other section of the project. A 
particular point of contact arises through MAUD, a computer 
program for decision analysis developed by Humphreys (see, e.g. 
Humphreys and McFadden, 1980). This program uses an approach 
based on Kelly's repertory grid (which is similar in certain 
respects to the approach used here to explore residents' 
attitudes to the construction of the haul road) to specify the 
different impact dimensions and then attributes for a multi- 
attribute evaluation. One inadequacy, it could be argued, of the 
multi-attribute evaluation exercise undertaken here was that it 
asked respondents to choose attributes from a pre-specified list 
of five, rather than permitting them to create their own 
perception of the likely effects of the operation of the road. 
Although this has the advantage, in public decision 
of inducing some comparability across 
clearly some potential for distortion. An 
of this pi uld be to explore 
and simila (see Humphreys and 
helping to elicit evaluations of road schemes and scmilar 
options. 
3.6 Multi-attribute Utility Method 
There is no single, universally accepted basis for modelling 
choice under uncertainty. Where there are both multiple 
dimensions of impact and uncertainty, the closest there is to an 
accepted methodology is the multi-attribute utility analysis 
deriving principally from the work of Keeney and Raiffa (1976). 
It is well known, however, that there are considerable practical 
problems in operationalising this analysis. Nevertheless, in the 
absence of any other candidate methodology which 
straightforwardly comprehended multiple dimensions of impact and 
uncertainty, it was decided to experiment with a multi-attribute 
utility approach albeit in a somewhat crude form. A further 
virtue of the multi-attribute approach is that it directly 
permits an individualfs attitude to risk to affect evaluation and 
choice. In circumstances of considerable (prior) uncertainty 
about the final impacts of the scheme, it seemed especially 
important to employ a technique which threw some light on how 
averse to risk people in the area were and to permit eventually 
an assessment of whether there was any substantial change after 
the road scheme was operational. 
For this study, it was assumed that a simple linear function of 
.the evaluation (utility) of each separate dimension would be 
adequate as an overall evaluation: 
i.e. Valuation = wl U1(X1) + w2 U2(X2) + ... +wn Un(Xn) 
where wj are weights and Uj(Xj) is the utility level associated 
with an impact level Xj in the jth dimension. 
To allow for uncertainty about future events and in particular 
peoplefs attitudes toward risk, the utility function has to be 
estimated in a way which represents their choices under 
uncertainty. The normal way to do this is through the 'standard 
gamblef technique, which can be implemented as follows: 
a) identify the best and worst extremes in each dimension (i.e. 
maximum and minimum conceivable Xj (j = l...n) in these 
circumstances); 
b) call U(Xj worst) = 0; U(Xj best) = 1; 
c) ask people to identify the "certainty equivalent1# level of 
Xj that they regard as of the same value to them as various 
"gambles1I on the two extreme possibilities, e.g. what level 
of Xj with certainty, would you regard as equivalent to a 
50/50 bet on the two extreme values Xj worst, Xj best? 
d) the utility curve is then built up plotting the chosen 
certainty equivalents against the probability given in the 
corresponding gamble to the best payoff (see Figure 4). 
- 
e) Xj is a vlgoodnl thing (i.e. more = better) and people are 
averse to risk, the U(Xj) curve will be concave from below. 
In principle, the standard gamble question can be repeated 
to identify other points on the U (Xj) curve. In this 
survey, we did not do so because of lack of time, asking 
only about the certainty equivalent to the 50/50 bet. 
X. mrst X. test 
3 3 
Figure 4: 
Prom Variables Ado~ted 
The method requires that the Xj be measured in units which have a 
concrete referent as well as being comprehensible to both 
interviewer and the person questioned. A measurement of noise in 
decibels, for example, is unlikely to mean much to the lay-person 
and poses difficulties in 'gambling1 between different noise 
levels. The unstructured interviews with residents (discussed in 
the next section) both confirmed that there was considerable 
uncertainty about the road scheme and produced valuable 
information concerning the types of variables which people 
themselves referred to in the course of conversation. The actual 
attributes and the proxy variables adopted were as follows and 
built directly on information gleaned from the interviews:- 
Attribute Impact Dimensions 
Specification Best Worst 
Noise Number of 0 200 
lorries 
Dust on 
windows 
Danger 
Fumes/ 
Smell 
Number of AS now 5 times 
times clean more often than 
windows at present 
Extra lorries 0 200 
on A655 
Number of As now 10 days extra 
times keep per month 
windows shut during 
summer 
Loss of Distance of 400 m As now 
amenity/ road from further planned 
recreational household away 
space 
The MAUT questionnaire used in the main household surveys is 
shown in Appendix 3. - 
Considerable debate surrounded the specification of the impacts 
and the choice of the worst and best levels for the different 
attributes. This was due to the differing perceptions of those 
affected by the scheme of its possible impacts and differences in 
the views of the project members about the possible 
interpretations of labels by those who were expected to respond 
to the questions. In the final design our judgement played a 
considerable part in the specification of impacts and their 
extreme levels. The success of our judgement will be discussed 
in the results section. 
4. Pre Construction Studv 
4.1 Introduction 
This section reports on the household interviews carried out 
prior to the road construction and the construction of a 
framework showing the range of factors which appears to be 
relevant to individualst evaluations. This section also provides 
the opportunity to discuss in more detail some of the 
difficulties which were encountered in attempting to structure 
certain information revealed during the course of the interviews. 
Interviews were carried out at 40 households between 11-26 July 
1986 to identify residentst views about such matters as 
perceptions of their home area, the salience of the Welbeck 
project prior to its mention by the interviewer, and how much 
people knew about the Welbeck project and the haulage road scheme 
from the public consultation. 
Each interviewer was instructed to discuss openly and record 
views relating to the construction of the road scheme. Each was 
allowed to develop his/her own style of discussion although, to 
ensure some degree of comparability, a series of topic headings 
was provided. The interview form used is shown in Appendix 1. 
Items which were specified as being of particular importance to 
the study were: 
a) mention of an environmental attribute e.g. noise; 
b) description of those attributes e.g. loud, humming; 
c) anticipated effects of those attributes/descriptions e.g. 
will wake me up, will damage property; 
d) beliefs about the Welbeck project, the haulage road or the 
public consultation. 
e) sources of information relating to topics (a-d). 
Interviewers were briefed not to prompt any responses but to 
allow each respondent to comment at length on each of the above 
topics. 
In response to information about the points listed above 
interviewers were asked to pursue lines of questioning using two 
simple guidelines. In relation to 'feelingst, people were asked 
#what they felt about a given aspect of a schemet; or in relation 
to a belief, why they held that particular view. 
As well as recording individualst comments on paper, ten 
interviews were tape-recorded to provide a permanent record and 
to allow a fuller analysis of views likely to be important in the 
main survey design. A number of these have been transcribed (see 
Appendix 4). 
40 households were initially selected randomly from the electoral 
register. In the event of a refusal an interviewer was 
instructed to call on the lower numbered adjace 
an interview was achieved. Appendix 5 shows 
addresses called at and where interviews were obta 
stage of the study. The refusal rate, two refusals 
interview, was higher than those normally 
household interview work. Accordingly the final 
a grouping made up of a majority of residents with a specific 
interest in the road scheme - those living closest; rather than a 
purely random sample representing a cross section of views of 
people living at different distances from the road scheme. 
Nonetheless it was felt that in this study it would have been 
difficult to define what comprised a representative sample and, 
given the difficulties of actually obtaining interviews, that the 
results should be read as being a representation of the views 
shared and partitioned across interested individuals within the 
community, rather than the more neutral convention of the 
'Icommunity responset1. The three most common reasons given for 
refusing to participate in an interview were: 
a) general suspicion about the purpose of the interview and any 
association with the district council; 
b) a lack of concern or interest about the Welbeck project and 
the haulage road, often related to the distance of the 
property from the road; 
c) that the haulage road decision had been made and there was 
no point in giving their views at this stage. 
This high number of refusals has two important implications. 
Firstly, the results presented below should be interpreted with 
caution. Many of those who excluded themselves from the study 
were aware of and to an extent were 'interested1 in the Welbeck 
project and haulage road scheme; their non-involvement being a 
possible feeling of powerlessness in the event of a planning 
decision already being passed, rather than 'apathy'. Secondly, 
with respect to the main survey it identified the importance of 
obtaining the respondent's reasons for not wanting to be 
interviewed. In this case a refusal based on a lack of concern 
or interest in the haulage road project during the construction 
phase is as relevant to the evaluation of community response as a 
fully completed interview. The interpretation of findings and 
their applicability to residents in other locations should 
therefore be set against these considerations. 
Table 1 shows that the sample contained a similar percentage of 
male and female respondents under the age of 65 but a higher 
percentage of male to female OAFS. The majority (78%) of 
residents had lived in their homes for more than 5 years; 
although only half of the sample owned their own homes. Only one 
person was dissatisfied in any way with his home or the Woodhouse 
estate. Residents were asked initially to express their likes 
and dislikes of living on the estate. The most favourable 
comment about it was its peace and quiet, although nearly 1 in 5 
mentioned noise from children as a dislike. Clearly from this 
table one would expect noise to rank highly as an objection to 
the haulage road. 
Table 1: 
s t a t u s  O f  
I n f o r m a n t  
Length  o f  
Residence 
Type o f  
Home 
Ounersh ip  
Classification Data and Residents' Views About the 
Woodhouse Estate and Their Home IN = 401 
Male under  65 35 S a t i s f a c t i o n  Yes 
Female under  65 42 u i t h  House/ No 
Male ove r  65 18 Area 
Female o v e r  65 5  
Post -1985 2  L i k e s  about  Q u i e t  3 2  
1  - 5  y e a r s  2  0  E s t a t e  * F r i e n d l y  24 
6  - 15 y e a r s  30 (unprompted) Neu houses 2  0  
16 - 25 y e a r s  4 8  Near f a m i l y  2  0  
C o u n t r y s i d e  16 
P r i v a t e  2  5  D i s l i k e  about N o i s y  c h i l d r e n  16 
C o u n c i l  (ouned) 25 E s t a t e  * s o o t l d i r t  12 
C o u n c i l  ( r e n t e d )  50 (unprompted) Vanda l ism 8  
* Includes more than one item per respondent. 
Next, respondents were asked a number of general questions about 
their knowledge of the Welbeck scheme and the associated haulacre 
- - 
road. 
Table 2 indicates that, in spite of the public consultation 2, 
out of every 5 residents were unaware of the Welbeck project, and 
altogether only 20 per cent were judged to have a good knowledge 
of the scheme. Over half (55%) claimed to be 'not very8 or 'not 
at all1 interested in the Welbeck scheme, although more than 
three-quarters (77%) judged the adequacy of information 
publicising the scheme to be 'poor1. Clearly the latter might 
have influenced the level of interest in the scheme. 
One person in five had attended a public meeting. The most 
frequent reasons given for non-attendance were 'unaware1 or 'not 
bothered'. The most common way people had learnt about the 
Welbeck project was through 'friends1 (38%) and 'newspapers1 
(42%). Over three quarters (80%) of those interviewed were aware 
of the first stage of construction of the road. Only two people 
had experienced nuisance as a result of this first stage. 
Somewhat surprisingly there was higher concern expressed about 
the operational phase of the road (64%) than the second phase of 
the construction (48%). 
Table 2: Residents' Views. Level of Awareness and Interest'in 
the Welbeck Proiect IN = 401 
Awareness o f  Yes 6 0  A t t e n d a n c e  of  yes  
U e l b e c k  p r o j e c t  No 4 0  P u b l i c  M e e t i n g s  No 
Good Knowledge Yes 2 0  
o f  Welbeck N  0 8 0 
P r o j e c t  
( A L L  r e s p o n d e n t s )  
L e v e l  o f  i n t e r e s t  V e r y  1 0  F i r s t  L e a r n t  Newspapers 4 2  
i n  t h e  P r o j e c t  Q u i t e  35 About Scheme F r i e n d s  38  
N o t  V e r y  2 0  
N o t  a t  a l l  35  
Judged Adequacy Good 2 Aware o f  f i r s t  Yes 
o f  I n f o r m a t i o n  F a i r  21 s t a g e  o f  NO 
p o o r  77 c o n s t r u c t i o n  
E x p r e s s e d  o p e r a t i o n a l  
c o n c e r n  about :  Phase  6  4  
C o n s t r u c t i o n  
Phase  4  8 
4.3 Attitudes. Beliefs and Uncertaintv 
The main analysis of the interview material from this stage of 
the study was specific to the methodological issues discussed in 
Section 3. The following section develops a framework based on 
the content of the interview material, showing the apparent 
factors in the opinion formation process. 
In constructing this framework it was necessary to impose a 
structure which involved simplifying some of the views expressed. 
A four-tier framework provides the clearest way of presenting 
the results, although this does not mean that the different 
elements are hierarchically arranged. For different individuals 
different factors appeared to have a different influence or in a 
different sequence to that shown. The four-tier diagram (see 
Figure 5) however presents some of the influences on the views 
held by local residents. 
LEVEL ONE: 1-
Clearly people were surprised and upset at the speed of the 
planning. This in turn quickly led to mistrust and worry as 
rumours about the purpose of the road scheme developed. People 
felt the council had acted too quickly and with inadequate 
consultation, leaving people feeling they had been dealt with 
unfairly. The meetings .Aeld by the local authority- were 
generally felt to be of little value in terms of actually 
altering or being given a real opportunity to affect the planning 
Figure Five: Framework Showinu Factors Affectinu ~ormation'of 
O~inions Towards Haulaae Road Scheme 
LEVEL ONE 
LEVEL TWO 
LEVEL THREE 
LEVEL FOUR 
INITIAL REACTIONS 
(Surprise) 
PHYSICAL HYPOTHESIS/ PUBLIC 
IMPACTS SPECULATION 'CONSULTATION 
I 
ATTRIBUTES, QUALITLES, EFFECTS 
. 
REINFORCEMENT MODIFICATION 
PRIOR 
KNOWLEDGE 
EXPERIENCE/ 
OBSERVATION 
' 1 
BELIEFS AND UNCERTAINTIES 
and design of the scheme. Here the notions of trust, fairness 
and suspicion are critical to the understanding of how people's 
attitudes form. Where there is a perceived lack of fairness or 
confidence in the purpose of consultation it is likely that 
initial attitudes will quickly become entrenched and be difficult 
to alter, even if the responsible authority attempts to clarify 
its motives at a later stage. Gaining public confidence in the 
planning decision appears a critical consideration for public 
consultation. 
LEVEL TWO: Attributes. Oualities and Effects 
The second level of Figure 5 relates to the immediate perceived 
nuisance likely to arise from the road construction. These are 
those aspects of the road scheme which people think (feel) will 
affect them in various ways and which they are worried, annoyed 
or anxious about. They are issues which relate to the physical 
planning and design of the road and are likely to be strongly 
correlated with distances from the alignment of the road. 
Table 3 shows the attributes, descriptive indicators and 
attributed phvsical causes mentioned in relation to the road 
construction and operation. Six broad categories of attribute: 
noise and vibration, dust, recreation and amenity, danger, risk, 
and visual effects were mentioned by residents. 
Under noise and vibration, descriptions of anticipated physical 
disturbances referred to particular sources of noise: 
i ) heavy machinery on site 
ii) increased lorry movements on the A655. 
A number of specific qualities such as Ibleeping noisest from 
lorries reversing or 'the humming and droningt of earth moving 
equipment were identified. Both of these had been experienced 
during the earliest phase of the road construction. Other 
descriptions of the noise experienced during the first phase of 
the road construction included droning, thumping and rewing. 
Blasting and drilling were identified as specific construction 
activities likely to give rise to dust and fumes. 
Danger and risk were specified in relation to three specific 
"physical" sources: firstly, in relation to the steepness of the 
cutting and the danger to children who might play near it; 
secondly, from an anticipated increase in lorries on the A655 and 
the danger to school children who have to cross this road to 
reach the local school; finally, from a fear that the road was 
to be used to transport and tip toxic waste at the Welbeck site, 
and the risk this presented to local people generally. Each of 
these effects was mentioned as a specific source of worry and 
anxiety. 
Mention about the loss of amenity and outdoor recreation related 
to the loss or diversion of footpaths, and the general lo 
the llcountryside atmospherea1. The demolition of an hi 
building was perceived as-a sign of 'things to come1 an 
to assist further the view that what the local author 
wouldn't happen would eventually happen. 
Table 3: attributes: DescriDtive Indicators and Physical Causes 
Referred to bv Residents in Relation to Road 
Construction ICI and O~eration IOL 
NOISE DUST 
U n s o c i a l  H o u r s  ( C )  Wind  D i r e c t i o n  
~ a r t h / M o v i n g  ( C )  E a r t h  M o v i n g  
Proximity t o  Road ( C )  P r o x i m i t y  t o  Road 
Road v e r s u s  R a i l  ( C )  N o t  M a s h i n g  Whee ls  
L a c k  o f  M a i n t e n a n c e  ( 0 )  
S i z e  o f  L o r r i e s  ( 0 )  
Number o f  L o r r i e s  ( 0 )  
G r a d i e n t s  ( 0 )  
FUMES D A N G E R  LOSS O F  AMENITY 
Wind D i r e c t i o n  Number o f  L o r r i e s  (C.0)  L o s s  o f  F a r m l a n d  ( C )  
E a r t h  M o v i n g  S i z e  o f  l o r r i e s  ( 0 )  L o s s  o f  F o o t p a t h s  ( C )  
C h i l d r e n  A t t r a c t e d  (C.0) D e m o l i s h i n g  H i s t o r i c  
O b s t a c l e s  f o r  P e d e s t r i a n s  ( 0 )  B u i l d i n g s  ( C )  
I n c r e a s e d  M a i n  Road T r a f f i c  ( 0 )  
Mud o n  t h e  Road (C.0)  
L a c k  o f  M a i n t e n a n c e  o f  
L o r r i e s  ( 0 )  
The visual impact of the road scheme was considered in two 
specific contexts. For people who claimed they could see the 
haulage road from their homes, the view of heavy machinery and 
lorries during the operational phase would be a constant reminder 
of the road's presence. Secondly, those people who walked across 
the field considered that a general mess would be created by the 
road construction. 
Whereas the individuals were fairly clear in identifying the 
physical aspects of the road which they perceived as a likely 
source of concern during the road construction, the feelings 
which they expressed in relation to the different attributes were 
less easy to decipher. Overall the most commonly mentioned 
feelings in relation to the.road construction were annoyance, 
worry, anger, anxiety and upset. 
LEVEL THREE: Beliefs and Uncertaintv 
The third level of the diagram shows individuals' beliefs about 
the expected outcome of the road scheme prior to its 
construction. These can be considered for the sake of discussion 
to form three different types of belief, outlined in turn below. 
Beliefs About Phvsical Effects of Attributes 
The beliefs in this group appear to share in common their origin 
in observation and prior experience of similar schemes involving 
earth moving and haulage traffic. Clearly, for people living in a 
coal mining area schemes, involving widespread construction and 
disturbance are not uncommon. 
Table 4 shows a selection of statements which refer to the 
effects of those attributes discussed above which people believed 
were likely to occur. Here we were interested in identifying the 
set of beliefs or expectations which appeared to underlie 
individuals' assessments of the physical aspects of the road 
construction likely to induce disturbance. 
The anticipated effects of the noise during the construction of 
the road were referred to as effects on sleep and the need to 
keep doors and windows closed. There was also a widespread fear 
that the noise and vibration could trigger subsidence in the area 
and lead to damage to household foundations or to walls and 
plasterwork. One belief about the longer term effects of the 
road construction mentioned by a number of residents who owned 
their own property was the consequence of any damage, or noise 
and vibration nuisance during the operation of the road scheme, 
on house prices. 
Table 4 
Beliefs About Effects of Road Scheme 
Noise and Vibration: 
"It might damage the  h o u ~ e * ~  
"Them up the  road, they're worried about sleeping during the  day" 
Dust and Fumes: 
"1 wont be able t o  sit out i n  the gardent1 
"1 wont be able t o  hang out the washingff 
"When its dry a l l  the  mucks going t o  blow up heref1 
I1Windows have got very diry" 
Danqer : 
I1Some kids w i l l  ge t  injured" 
*@Having a big road l i k e  t h a t  could be quite dangerousI1 
Loss of Amenity: 
I 1 I t s  going t o  transform the area from a peaceful t o  a congested 
area" 
The effects of dust and fumes were anticipated to be most severe 
on days when the wind direction was blowing towards the housing 
estate from the direction of the road construction (SW). The 
specific beliefs mentioned in relation to dust and dirt was the 
need to clean windows more often, the possible damage to 
paintwork and garden plants and that it would make sitting out in 
the garden unpleasant. The effect of fumes was simply to give 
rise to unpleasant odours. The loss of recreational land and the 
location of the road was believed to be likely to lead to the 
sense of loss of a countryside feel to the area (see Figure 5). 
Beliefs As Hvl~otheses 
A second set of beliefs were apparent in people's assessments of 
the road scheme which were based upon hypotheses or predictions 
about its effects. The origin of these beliefs whilst again 
relating to physical aspects of the road scheme are different in 
that they are more speculative. In relation to noise and dust, 
for example, part of the expressed concern about noise from the 
operational phase. of the road was based on a belief that the 
lorries using the road would be privately operated and therefore 
would be poorly maintained (increasing noise) and would be less 
likely to use the wheel wash (increasing dust emissions). Both 
of these beliefs can be seen to be associated with a negative 
attitude towards privately owned vehicles. 
In relation to danger and risk there were five separate beliefs 
underlying attitudes to these attributes. Firstly, there was a 
general belief that the road scheme would increase lorry traffic 
on the surrounding road network (itself partly a misconception 
about the design and alignment of the haulage road) and thereby 
increase danger for people, particularly children, crossing the 
road or walking to school. Secondly there was a widespread 
belief that the haulage road would be used at a later date for 
transporting toxic waste. These beliefs about the road scheme 
share in common with the third group of beliefs a level of 
speculation. The third group however are different from the 
second group in being directly concerned with the lack of 
knowledge or inability to predict the future effect of the road 
scheme. These can be considered in terms of speculation and 
uncertainty. 
S~eculation and Uncertaintv 
The existence of both speculation and uncertainty in people's 
evaluations of the road scheme surround two particular aspects of 
the road's planning: 
1) the amount of information people had about the road scheme: 
2)  the perceived motives and action of the local authority. 
Looking at each of these in turn: 
Information about the road scheme 
Those individuals who were interviewed were generally not well 
informed about the details of the road scheme and therefore had 
numerous intepretations based on a mixture of fact and inference 
about its nature (see Table 5). 
This lack of information related to virtually every aspect of the 
haulage road and from the interview transcripts it can be shown 
that people were uncertain about, amongst other things: 
1) the road alignment; 
2) - the purpose of the road; 
3 )  the amount of traffic likely to use the road; 
4) the design of the road; and 
5) the timing of the operation. 
Arising from this uncertainty, it is almost certain that peoplels 
anxieties and concerns prior to the construction of the road will 
be different to their actual experience of the road, or will 
change as they obtain more information about the haulage road. 
As an example, an interview with one resident revealed a lack of 
concern about the operational effect of the road scheme because 
he thought it was being constructed underground. Another example 
shows a lady who was anxious about the noise effects of the road 
scheme because she believed that lorries would be operating 
throughout the night. 
Effect of Public Consultation 
A sub-set of speculative beliefs could be seen to have their 
origin in the way in which people had experienced the public 
consultation. 
Residents1 views about public consultation referred in the main 
to the perceived effectiveness of public meetings and the extent 
to which their concerns or interests were taken into account. 
Table 5 shows statements taken from the transcribed interviews 
which attempt to show the force of these feelings. The 
statements indicate the general belief that local opinions were 
not listened to and that there was little point in trying to 
"fight the council1# or "get up a petition1#. 
Somewhat related to views about the public consultation were 
views about the local authority and beliefs about the meeting and 
intentions of the authority. 
Within the interviews with residents there emerged a general 
suspicion about the motive behind the construction of the haulage 
road (rather than other options) and dissatisfaction with the way 
the council had a ~ ~ e a r e d  to & throughout the planning process. 
This included the perceived failure to inform local people about 
the scheme and the purpose of the public meetings. This is in 
contrast to the view of the local authority who had gone beyond 
their statutory requirements to inform the public. From is 
perspective suspicions about "private lorriesw, #ltoxic nd 
the llrealll purpose of the road can be seen to be bound up with 
suspicions about the planning process. 
However, residents1 judgements and evaluations about the haulage 
road cannot be seen solely in relation to the planning process 
and the local council. At a third level there is the social 
world which people inhabit and which provides the arena in which 
evaluations are justified, reinforced and overturned. This 
social world is represented by a series of social groups and 
relationships at level 4 in the framework. 
LEVEL FOUR: Social World 
The previous section has indicated the importance of uncertainty 
and speculation in individuals* prior evaluations of the road 
construction and operation. At the fourth level a range of 
other influences, social in origin, can be identified which 
appear to influence individuals1 evaluations in terms of their 
formation, reinforcement or justification. Amongst the different 
forms these social relationships took include: a resident asking 
his solicitor to check whether the road scheme would damage his 
property in any way; local councillors as infomation brokers 
about the road design or to challenge the local authority; and 
the trusted or authoritarian neighbour who I1was taking a special 
interest in the schemeM. These influences are difficult to 
isolate from each other. The following section however provides 
a description of the role and status which the different social 
groups appear to played in the development of individuals1 
evaluations. Much of this description is concerned to 
highlight the different ways in which people exchange information 
and the extent to which certain groups may require more attention 
in similar work of this type in the future. 
Individual 
The individual is usually the focus in most studies of 
environmental disturbance with the motive to identify those 
factors about the individual which may explain differences in 
reaction to the changes in conditions. Thus age, sex, employment 
characteristics and income level have often been used to 
determine possible differences in attitudes. In this study there 
were clear differences in the reactions of the sizeable 
population of old people living in the Queensway, the tendency 
being to show little interest in the project or else adopt a 
policy of ignoring (nhead-in-sandll) possible changes in 
conditions, compared to other people living at similar distances 
from the road scheme. These individuals, whilst indicating that 
they were not concerned about the road scheme were more prepared 
to discuss some aspects of it. Amongst those people who were 
living closest to the road scheme there was little evidence from 
our general analysis to suggest that age or sex were important 
factors in the type of reaction. Those people who owned their own 
homes were often more worried about the road schemes impact, 
although these peop ived closest to the road alignment. 
Table 5: Statements Indicatina Uncertainty About the Road 
Scheme and Beliefs About the Public Consultation 
Uncertaintv 
"Don't know why they're building unless its to convert up to 
motorways. l1 
"No problems yet but we're all thinking what it will be 
like." 
"What is it going to be like with all those 
WNot certain why road's being built1* 
'V2anot fully anticipate what it'll be like" 
Inwish I had more informationg1 
81People are waiting to see if they'll get all this noise/dust" 
"Don't know anything about the scheme" 
"I'd like to know how many lorries will be using itg1 
lgDonnt know what will happen when it's running" 
"God knows what it'll be like" 
Itwenre all speculating about what's going to happen" 
Public Consultation 
glDonwt feel nothing because no-one will take any notice." 
ulI've never heard of anyone get a petition that's been any 
good. " 
*@Wouldn't have made any difference to have had more 
information. 
I1Got impression from meeting that whatever we said didn't 
matter. 
"It was a waste of time calling the meeting." 
Familv Relationships 
The majority of individuals interviewed in the surveys were 
adults; married or living together, and a parent of one or more 
children. The family or adult partner often is an important 
relationship in terms of time spent together and type of 
decisions made. 
Family involvement in the formation of evaluation was evident in 
a number of interviews. In one example, discussion about the 
road scheme and its different Erimpactsrl was a regular topic with 
different members contributing different sources of information 
to the shared negative evaluation. In another example, a father 
and daughter were interviewed together. During the course of the 
interview both family members served to recall, assist and affirm 
the views of the other. In this sense also the family members 
operate in a way that perhaps reflects the way in which a 
consensus viewpoint is reached. Against this however a further 
example revealed a husband and wife to disagree on most issues 
about the road scheme, the husband being less concerned than the 
wife whose concern stemmed from the fact that she would be in the 
house for most of the period during which the road scheme was 
being constructed. Overall it must be noted that family 
relationships form an extremely important channel of information 
flow particularly in locations such as the Woodhouse estate, 
where for several groups from the same family to live on 
different parts of the estate is commonplace. Ideas thus 
generated in one group will possibly be transferred and taken up 
by groups who perhaps have no other reason for forming any views 
on the issues under discussion. 
Neishbours 
The views of neighbours and other residents in the street was 
referred to on a number of occasions by different people as a 
reinforcement to their own views. Frequently it was claimed that 
the road scheme would not affect the individual but would be 
worse for other people in the street (eg those on night-shifts, 
those with young children, those who were househbound, those 
living closer to the road alignment). This tendency to see 
others worse off than oneself reached its ultimate when the 
people living in the second closest house to the road scheme 
considered that the next door neighbour would be worse-off than 
themselves. Neighbours also provided an informal exchange of 
information about the latest plans and stage of development of 
the road scheme. Frequently people had heard something about the 
road, eg the original proposal, its alignment, its purpose, from 
other people in the street rather than directly. This then 
provides a clear route for the formation of views. 
Local Councillors 
Local councillors served two very important roles in the exchange 
of information. Firstly, local councillors as political 
representatives were represented to us as having been responsible 
for organising public meetings and for keeping people in touch 
about the different stages of the project. Accordingly- these 
people had a particular level of status as information brokers, 
acting as representatives of local people's views but also 
feeding information from the local authority committees and 
planning decisions to residents on the estate. Whilst it was not 
possible to trace the particular role of these central figures, 
it is clear that they have some influence on allaying or 
accentuating people's worries and anxieties. A second role, 
which only became apparent after the completion of the project, 
was that one local councillor stated that he had been consulted 
by residents whether they should agree to be interviewed as part 
of the study. Whether this is true or not, it indicates the need 
to identify early on in a study of this type local high profile 
figures whose own views and prejudices might trickle through to 
the remainder of a community. 
Work Colleaaues/Peer Grouvs 
Colleagues at work and friends were mentioned on fewer occasions 
than other groups as sources of information about the road 
scheme. The fact that many residents on the estate work or know 
someone who works at Sharlston Colliery meant that there was a 
detailed knowledge about such matters as the life span of the 
colliery, the location of coal outcrops and the likely scale of 
disruption as a result of the road scheme construction. Much of 
this knowledge appeared to contradict the official view about 
such matters as the life span of the colliery, the structural 
requirements (and hence cost) for a railway route option and the 
likely difficulties of road alignment. 
Newsvavers 
In this study we had no time to examine in detail the articles 
written about the Welbeck Scheme or to monitor the reaction to 
specific articles. However, the local weekly newspaper, 
Wakefield Chronicle, provided a number of residents with 
information on events relating to the Welbeck scheme. In several 
instances information from newspapers was referred to in terms of 
reinforcing particular views held, or triggering concern about, 
the longer term effects of the scheme. For those individuals, 
information appearing in the local newspaper is accredited a high 
status (nif it1 s in the paper it must be true") . Newspapers and 
the media generally can therefore serve to bring to people's 
awareness issues or accentuate existing concerns. 
Waal Profession 
Reference to the legal profession (solicitor) was made on two 
occasions. The first was in pursuit of possible compensation for 
disruption likely as a result-of the road building and served to 
clarify and subdue a number of residents' hopes for double 
glazing. Secondly, one person had asked his solicitor to 
determine the extent of any disruption to the area prior to 
purchasing the property where the interview took place. This 
solicitor's advice was to confirm that there would be minimal 
disturbance to the particular property, although during the 
course of the interview it transpired that the respondent 
believed the road was being constructed within a tunnel. Once 
informed that this was not the case the respondent began to 
question the possible assurances received from his solicitor. 
Local Authority 
Certainly within the context of this study, the local authority 
were seen as the bad-guys; the agency responsible for bringing 
about the disruption to an otherwise quiet, green residential 
area. As shown before, the apparent haste of the planning 
procedure and the perception of the purpose of the public 
meetings meant the local authority were viewed with suspicion and 
bad-faith by a large number of residents. Whether the local 
authority could have processed the planning procedure in less 
haste or conducted the public consultation in a different way is 
not within our project remit. What is clear however is that the 
authority which took over from the dissolved West Yorkshire 
County Council were faced with an extremely difficult task in 
regaining confidence or credibility with the local residents. 
Part of this difficulty may have stemmed from the actions of 
local councillors and the media in presenting the authority as 
pressing ahead with plans without public opinion being adequately 
represented, although events such as the demolition of a listed 
building, which it.had been stated would not occur, as a result 
of the road construction did little to help the case or cause of 
the council. Certainly it is difficult from this study to know 
whether the reaction of the local community would have been any 
different with a different approach to public consultation. 
Nonetheless, the local authority was responsible for establishing 
a liaison group, comprising representatives of the local 
authority and the affected residents, to facilitate communication 
between the groups. Again it was not within our remit to monitor 
or analyse the effectiveness of this committee, although it was 
clear that those members drawn from the local residents were 
consulted about different aspects of the road scheme and were 
important information brokers, feeding those residents who 
maintained an interest in the scheme. 
4.4 Conclusions 
Success of Interviews 
The success or failure of the interviews carried out immediately 
prior to the construction of the road can be judged against a 
number of criteria. Firstly, in terms of the time period 
(approximately four weeks) between being asked to carry out the 
surveys and the actual start of the road construction, the level 
of planning and design of the interview format was less than 
would be usual in a study of this nature. This short time period 
meant there was little opportunity for in-depth training of 
interviewers or prior testing of the survey instrument. 
Certainly the semi-structured interview form did create some 
difficulties for interviewers who found it difficult to relate to 
the topics or order of events that residents themselves wished to 
talk about. Further, since the interviewers were generally 
unfamiliar with the area or topic, they found it difficult to 
respond to questions from the respondents about the road scheme. 
This occurred in many instances due to the lack of information or 
uncertainty on the part of the residents about the road scheme 
and wider Welbeck scheme development. The speed at which the 
interviews needed to be- carried out meant that it was not 
possible to contact householders prior to th 
to an approach whereby the first time the re about our 
study was when they opened the door to the interviewer. ' This 
cold-sell aproach is difficult at the best of times but coupled 
with the high number of council owned properties and apparent 
suspicion of llofficialdomtt, plus the high proportion of old age 
pensioners who are reluctant to answer the door to strangers, 
meant there were immense difficulties in achieving a 
representative sample. Prior contact by letter and discussions 
with local councillors, social service officials and other local 
figures would have eased the problems faced. Overall, however, 
it is felt the interviews - particularly those which were tape- 
recorded - did provide a picture of the sources of annoyance, 
worry, anxiety, beliefs and disinterest in the road scheme. 
Ideally, more of these interviews could have been tape-recorded 
thereby releasing interviewers from the task of noting down 
points on the questionnaire forms (which was found to put some 
people off) and promoting a more natural form of discussion. 
Methodolosical Construction 
The main purposes, of conducting the interviews, apart from 
providing information about people's views prior to the road 
construction, was to provide information to develop a structure 
for a survey instrument for the measurement of views during the 
construction of the road. 
As well as achieving this, the interviews also showed the 
difficulties in attempting to structure a survey instrument to 
capture the main influences which affect or 'explain1 an 
individual evaluation. This by itself provided a useful lesson 
for the research team, but meant that, particularly in the 
technique to measure the relationship between different elements 
of attitude, the attempt to capture the non-physical factors 
affecting evaluation were difficult to structure in the same way 
as the physical factors. With the multi-attribute utility 
technique it was clear that there was widespread uncertainty 
about the road scheme, hence justifying the area of 
investigation, but again the attempt to provide proxy variables 
for different attributes was more difficult than previously 
imagined. At a later stage in the project it was discussed 
whether in the design of a survey instrument it would be possible 
in future studies to amalgamate the unstructured and structured 
stages of the study. In other words, rather than attempting to 
formulate a survey instrument from detailed information and then 
presenting it back to individuals, is it possible to use the 
information at the time it is elicited to produce a ltquestion't 
whereby the measurement task takes place within the precise 
context and meaning which that individual provides. Clearly, 
this approach would require much more consideration in terms of 
interviewer training, preparation of ltquestionsn1 and the actual 
ways in which information is recorded and presented to 
respondents. Interactive computer techniques which are used in 
multi-attribute utility application with decision makers may 
offer some interesting ideas for experimentatio area 
(Humphreys and McFadden, 1980). 
Framework Develo~ment 
The framework developed in this section provides a very simple 
representation of the views elicited during the interviews. We 
have attempted to show in a descriptive manner some of the 
linkages between the different elements of attitude, the role of 
social factors on individualsf attitudes and the extent of 
uncertainty underlying people's views. We were unable to 
identify or analyse in a formal way the way in which particular 
views formed or changed over a period of time in relation to 
external events or social influences. Further, it is important 
to note that the framework represents an amalgam of views from a 
sample of 40 residents. The framework therefore is not 
representative of any one individual's evaluative structure. 
Whilst it is felt that the framework is useful in clarifying and 
highlighting the influences upon individualsf evaluations, there 
is a clear need in this type of work to study in more intensive 
designs the structure of influences on individualsf or small 
groupsf evaluations and to discriminate factors which tend to 
produce similar or dissimilar outcomes. 
Having set out the main findings from the preconstruction study 
the next section reports the findings from the structured 
household surveys. 
5. Results and Discussion - Main Survevs 
5.1 Introduction 
A total of 120 interviews relating to the construction of the 
road and 60 to the operation of the road were achieved. A total 
of 40 multi-attribute utility interviews were achieved. One 
hundred and thirty residents refused an interview. The list of 
addresses where an interview was obtained/refused is shown in 
Appendix 6. This section deals firstly with the results from the 
attitudinal surveys followed by the multi-attribute 
questionnaire. 
Breakdown of Samvle 
Table 6 provides a breakdown of the sample by distance from 
the road scheme; type of property; household type and sex. The 
majority (59%) of residents interviewed lived between 200 - 300 
m, of the haulage road although nearly one in five (19%) lived 
within 150 m. Over half (59%) of those interviewed lived in 
privately owned homes. About 30 percent of the sample lived over 
800 m from the nearest point of the road alignment. 
Residents from the Queensway area of the estate (See Fig 1) 
provided nearly a quarter of the sample. Forty per cent of the 
sample were residents in the area of non-local authority built 
homes; a further 8 per cent lived along Elisicker Lane, an area 
of privately owned homes. In terms of being a representative 
sample, it is difficult to determine whether there was a 
disproportionate number of privately owned homes, since the 
layout of the estate in relation to the road meant that the 
privately owned homes were closest to the road. In analysing any 
results in terms of distance, however, it is important that 
consideration is given to the possible composition of households 
in the distance, band to avoid misleading interpretations. 
Nearly half of the sample (46%) was based on households with two 
adults either living by themselves or with up to two children 
under the age of 18. The respondents were fairly evenly divided 
between males and females. 
5.2 Ratins and Rankins of Nuisance 
The first part of the questionnaire asked respondents to select 
and then rate and rank those attributes which they considered had 
been a source of nuisance during the road construction periods. 
Table 7 shows the distribution of rating scores, and the 
percentage of respondents ranking different attributes in order 
of nuisance. Over a third (38%) of respondents stated they were 
not bothered at all during the road construction period by any 
form of disturbance; 15 per cent stated they were very bothered. 
Overall 62% of the sample had been bothered to some extent during 
the construction of the road. Looking at each of the attributes, 
bother by noise was more frequently mentioned (44%) than the 
other attributes. Disruption of outdoor recreation was more 
often rated a source of extreme nuisance (six on the rating 
scale) than the other attributes. Fumes/smells and dangek were 
the attributes rated least frequently at the extreme end of the 
scale. 
Table 6: Breakdown of Samvle Characteristics - Main Survev 
(% of Residents) 
N = 117 
Distance From Road Scheme % 
Tenure of ~ r o ~ e r t v  
Private 
Council (Owned) 
Council (Rented) 
Unclassified t 
Address of Interviews 
Sylvester Avenue 
St Johns Crescent 
Shakespeare Avenue 
Clarke Crescent 
South Street 
Queensway 
Hill Top View 
Wakefield Road 
Elsicker Lane 
Long Row 
Household Comvosition 
Single Person (c 65) 
Single Retired Person 
Two adults/head under retirement age 
Two adults/head over retirement age 
Small family (c 4 persons) 
Large family (> 4 persons) 
Adult household 
Male 
Female 
Table 7: Percentase of Respondents Re~ortinq 
Different Levels and Relative Importance of 
Nuisance Durins Road Construction 
Not at 
All 
Bothered 
0 1 2 
- - - - - - - - - -  
Overall 3 8 9 10 
Noise 56 3 3 
Dust/Dirt 72 3 2 
Danger 7 1 < 1 3 
Fumes/Smell 84 2 3 
Disruption of 
Outdoor 8 0 < 1 < 1 
Recreation 
Very 
Bothered 
6 
- - - - -  
Worst Next Next Next Next 
Worst Worst Worst Worst 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Noise 18 7 2 < 1 < 1 
Dust/Dirt 5 12 4 2 2 
Danger < 1 6 3 3 2 
Fumes/Smell 2 2 3 2 < 1 
Disruption of 
Outdoor 10 7 1 < 1 < 1 
Recreation 
Not bothered 65 66 8 6 91 95 
by any impact 
A high percentage of respondents rated overall nuisance at the 
extreme end of the scale than any of the individual attributes, 
suggesting either that other factors contribute to overall 
nuisance or else reactions to overall nuisance are the result of 
more than one attribute. 
Noise was ranked most often (18%) as the source of worst 
disturbance during the construction of the road followed by 
disruption to outdoor recreation. These results confirm the 
findings from the rating of individual attributes. Dust/dirt was 
mentioned most often (12%) as the second worst source of 
disturbance during the road construction period. 
Nuisance bv ~istance/~vue of -9ro~ertv 
The results in Table 7, whilst useful, do need to be treated with 
caution since they contain responses from households at greatly 
different distances from the actual road alignment. Table 8 
shows respondents1 rating and ranking of the same attributes as 
Table 7 by distance bracket. 
The percentage of residents seriously bothered overall by the 
road construction at up to 150 m represents approximately 1/5th 
of the sample. Beyond 150 m about one in ten of those 
interviewed are seriously bothered. Up to 150 m one in ten of 
the sample report being seriously bothered by noise compared to 
7% of the sample in the other two distance bands. Dust and Dirt, 
Danger, and Fumes and Smell are rated as serious sources of 
nuisance by a lower percentage of the sample in each distance 
band than for Noise. Disruption of outdoor recreation is 
assessed as a source of extreme nuisance by a higher percentage 
of the sample in the 150-300 m distance band. Of interest is the 
fact that a higher percentage (13%) rated this a source of 
serious nuisance than overall nuisance (20%). 
Noise nuisance is ranked the most disturbing impact arising from 
the road construction in each of the distance bands. 
Interestingly, dust is ranked as the worst impact by a higher 
percentage in the 150-300 m distance band than the < 150 m 
distance band. In terms of planning and design of road 
construction schemes in similar types of locations under similar 
conditions it would appear that the effect of noise should be 
given highest priority followed by the effect on outdoor 
recreation to minimise disruption to residents. 
5.3 Resaonses to Ouestionnaire Statements 
Following these initial general rating and ranking tasks, each 
individual was asked to consider the list of statements referring 
to different aspects of the road scheme (see Appendix 2). Table 
9 shows the distribution of scores indicating the level of 
agreement with each of the statements. A score of six denotes 
that the person totally or strongly disagrees with the statement 
(implying this effect was not relevant or a factor in that 
personls evaluation); a zero indicate a strons asreement. The 
- 
statements have been summarised and categorised under three 
headings: sensory disturbances: activity disturbances; and 
- 
beliefs. 
Table 8: % of Respondents Re~ortina Extreme Levels and 
Extreme Im~ortance of Nuisance Durins Road 
Construction Period 
Less than 150 - > 300 m 
150 m 300 m 
(N=45) (N=59) (N=13) 
Very Bothered 
....................................................... 
Nuisance Overall 21 10 10 
Noise 10 7 7 
Danger 4 4 0 
Disruption of 
Outdoor Recreation 11 13 0 
Less than 150 - > 300 m 
150 m 300 m 
(N=45) (N=59) (N=13) 
Worst Impact 
Noise 27 14 7 
Danger 2 < 1 0 
Disruption of 
Outdoor Recreation 0 < 1 < 1 
None 63 78 9 3 
The first point to note is the bipolar distribution of the 
results with a tendency for respondents to score their responses 
at the extreme ends of the scale. This is particularly the case 
in the distribution of response scores to the items under sensory 
disturbances 
Table 9: Percentacre of Resoondents Aqreeins with Different 
Statements 
Strongly Strongly 
Agree Disagree 
Statement Summary 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
................................................................. 
Sensorv Disturbances 
Disturbed bv aeneral 
construction 21 5 5 3 <1 2 63 
Early morning noise 21 6 8 3 3 2 57 
Evening noise 9 4 3 3 2 1 76 
Other noise esp. chlldren 7 <1 4 3 <1 <1 80 
House vibrations 5 <1 2 3 4 7 79 
Smell fumes 7 3 <1 4 2 <1 82 
Children's safety 2 1 4 7 7 <I <1 58 
Increase traffic A655 9 0 4 <1 2 <1 <1 3 
Frightened 3 <1 <1 3 2 3 89 
Dust/Dirt 22 <1 3 7 <1 <1 63 
Activitv Disturbance 
Walking disturbed 4 6 5 11 9 <1 <1 27 
Woken up 20 3 3 <1 4 2 68 
Television viewing 11 2 4 11 3 3 65 
Window cleaning 3 1 5 3 6 3 2 50 
Garden recreation 6 <1 2 <1 3 2 88 
Windows closed 15 3 5 3 3 <1 72 
Beliefs 
Nerves affected 
Foundations disturbed 
Plasterwork cracked 
House less pleasant 
Loss countryside atmosphere 
Estate less pleasant 
More damage necessary 
Project badly planned 
Unsocial work hours 
No support 
Badly informed 
These bipolar distributions can be explained in two ways. The 
most obvious explanation is that the survey itself; the choice 
and form of statements (possibly inviting a polemical response) 
gave people little option other than an extreme response rating. 
The second explanation is that the scale technique itself is a 
poor method for grading the strength of an individual's reaction 
to a statement in the context of this study. Whilst-these 
techniques are widely used in many areas of psychological 
investigation they are abstract entities which whilst meaningful 
to the experimentor may have little meaning to the respondent. 
Whilst careful training of interviewers and giving people 
sufficient time to examine the scales, it is not at all clear 
what this type of technique and the manner of presentation 
actually communicates to the person whose response is being 
sought. The choice of an unnumbered scale probably reinforced 
the tendency for individuals to avoid certain parts of the scale, 
although this effect has also been reported in studies which have 
used numbered scale positions (Grigg, 1981). Clearly in any 
further work we will need to examine the way in which these 
difficulties can be overcome. 
From an analytical point of view these bi-polar distributions 
affect the choice of measure to represent any underlying trend in 
the sample. The use of any measure of central tendency will 
potentially obscure important differences between distributions 
(~rigg, 1981).   here fore only frequency of response was used to 
illustrate the distribution of responses to different aspects of 
the road scheme. 
From Table 9 the aspects of the road scheme which people most 
readily agreed with, in order, are: 
(1) the increase in road traffic on the A655 
(2) people's lack of support for the road 
(90%) 
scheme project 
(3) loss of countryside atmosphere 
(49%) 
(4) disruption of walking activities 
(48%) 
(5) project had been badly planned. 
(46%) 
(44%) 
Looking at the effect of distance on responses, Table 10 shows 
that in a general way there is a higher level of agreement to the 
statements amongst residents living closest to the road. Notable 
exception to this are for the statements relating to I1concern for 
children' s safetyn ; "being f rightenedl@ ; "interference with 
television viewingm; "pleasantness of the housen1 ; and 
"information about the road scheme". Beyond 300 m the statements 
provoking the highest level of agreement were traffic increase on 
A655 (61%); disruption of outdoor recreation (31%); pleasantness 
of the house (30%) and lack of support for the road scheme (30%). 
From these results it is clear that there is no particular 
distance at which concern about the different aspects of the road 
scheme suddenly decays or disappears altogether and that there 
may well be effects which are relevant to local people well 
beyond 300 m. This suggests that in the planning and design of 
similar schemes elsewhere a much larger boundary may need to be 
considered than that suggested and recommended by the MEA 
guidelines referred to in Section 2.2. 
Agreement with a statement however only indicates that an issue 
has been noticed; it does not necessarily imply a negative 
evaluation of it. Table 11 shows the percentage of all 
respondents who scored each of the evaluative scales at the 
extreme point. 
Comparing the percentage of respondents who rate the scales 
relating to "upsetn1 ; llannbyancell ; llexpectationll ; and - Inma jor 
nuisanceo1; the results suggest that there is either little 
discrimination between scales - i.e. they refer to lY 
similar types of reactions (i.e. negative evaluation) or that 
people tend to score their position on the different scales in 
broadly consistent ways with the first scale. 
Table 10: % of Resvondents Aareeina with Statements bv Distance 
from Road Scheme 
Sensorv ~isturbances 
General construction 
Early evening noise 
Evening noise 
Other noise esp. chfildren 
House vibration 
Smell/fumes 
Children's safety 
Increased traffic A655 
Frightened 
Dust/dirt 
Activitv Disturbances 
Walking 
Woken up 
Television viewing 
Window cleaning 
Garden recreation 
Windows closed 
Beliefs 
Nerves affected 
Foundations disturbed 
Plasterwork cracked 
House less pleasant 
More damage than necessary 
Project badly planned 
Unsocial work hours 
No support 
Badly informed 
Strongly Agreed 
,------------------------------------- 
Table 11: Percentaae of Extreme Ratina Scores for Five 
Different Evaluative Dimensions 
Agree I I1 I11 IV V 
................................................................. 
Sensor~ Disturbances 
General construction 
Early evening noise 
Evening noise 
Other noise esp. children 
House vibration 
Smell/f umes 
Children's safety 
Increased traffic A655 
Frightened 
Dust/dirt 
Activitv Disturbances 
Walking 
Woken up 
Television viewing 
Window cleaning 
Garden recreation 
Windows closed 
Beliefs 
Nerves affected 
Foundations disturbed 
Plasterwork cracked 
House less pleasant 
Less countryside atmosphere 
More damage than necessary 
Project badly planned 
Unsocial work hours 
No support 
Badly informed 
I = Very upsetting 
I1 = Annoying 
I11 = Something I expected 
IV = Major nuisance 
V = Something I have heard other people complain about 
Relationship Between Different Statements 
In order to examine the extent to which individuals' ratings of 
the road construction in terms of overall nuisance reflect their 
assessments of different aspects of the scheme, a test of 
correlation was carried out. 
A high correlation would imply that specific aspects of the road 
scheme contributed more significantly to the assessment of 
overall nuisance than other aspects. As can be seen in Table 12 
there are relatively few statements scored on the first scale 
(level of agreement) which achieve a correlation score greater 
than 0.20, suggesting that individual effects or beliefs do not 
by themselves explain overall nuisance. 
Table 12: Test of Association Between Ratins of Overall 
Nuisance and S~ecific Station 
(Relationships greater than r = 0.20 only are shown) 
Sensorv Disturbances 
General construction 
Early evening noise 
Childrens safety 
Dust/dirt 
Activitv Disturbance 
Woken up 
Beliefs 
No support 
Table 13 shows the test of association between the different 
statements scored on the first scale (agree/disagree). Here 
correlation scores greater than 0.50 only are shown. 
Only 12 of the statements produce associations at the 0.50 level 
with at least one other statement. General construction activity 
and early morning noise produced the largest number of 
associations (3 and 4 respectively). There are only 2 
associations betwen the statements referring to beliefs and those 
referring to sensory and activity disturbances, indicating that 
the former are generally independent in terms of affecting 
evaluation from the latter. 
Table 13: Test of Association Between Different Statements 
(Correlations greater than 0.5 shown) 
Statements Association With 
Sensorv Disturbances 
1. General construction 4, 8, 10 
2. Early morning noise 31 51 8 ,  9 
3. Evening noise 2, 9, 11 
4. House vibration 1, 6, 8 
5. Smell/ fumes 2, 10 
6. Childrens safety 4, 12 
7. Increased traffic A655 10 
Activity Disturbances 
8. Woken up 
9. Television viewing 
10. Garden recreation 
Beliefs 
11. Foundations disturbed 3 
12. No support 6 
Effect and Times of Noise and Dust Nuisance 
Following the statements examining the range of issues which had 
been identified as likely to be important, a series of further 
questions about noise and dust were asked. These examined 
effects of increasing severity to identify any experienced by 
residents and more generally the time of day and day of the week 
of those disturbances (see Table 14). 
The most frequently experienced noise effect from the list 
presented to residents was Inwindows rattlingm1 followed by 
fn~utdoor rattlingn1 and nmfloors vibratingf1. With increasing 
severity of effect, a decreasing number of residents notice the 
effect. Twenty-three residents notice at least one noise effect, 
although only seven claimed to experience more than three 
effects. The noise effects were experienced most frequently in 
the early morning (before 8.00 a.m.) which perhaps reflects the 
increased probability that the respondent was in the house at 
this time of day. Nearly a quarter (23), and almost one in seven 
(15) of respondents report effects of noise on Saturday and 
Sunday respectively. 
The most frequently experienced effect of dust from road 
construction was ltdust on windows" (50) and "dust on car" (38). 
The effect of dust on individuals (ttcoughingll, Inin eyes") was 
mentioned by relatively few respondents. More people claimed to 
experience the effects of dust in the evening period than noise, 
although the mid-morning period was the most frequently cited 
time of day when dust effects were noticed. As for noise, 
residents report the effects of dust on Saturday and Sunday as 
well as on weekdays. 
Table 14: Percentaae of Residents Reoortina Effects of Noise 
and Dust, bv Time of Dav and Dav of Week (N = 117) 
Noise Effects % Time of Effect % 
Windows Rattling 
Doors Rattling 
Floors Trembling 
Floors Vibrating 
Bed Shaking 
Ornaments Rattled 
Ornaments Moved 
Flutters in Chest 
Tingling of Skin 
At least one effect 
One - three effects 
More than three effects 
Early Morning 
Mid-Morning 
Lunch-Time 
Afternoon 
Evening 
Dav of Week 
Monday-Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Dust Effects Time of Effect 
Dust on Windows 4 4 Early Morning 
Dust on Washing 18 Mid-Morning 
Dust on Plants 18 Lunch-Time 
Dust on Car 3 3 Afternoon 
Dust in Eye 13 Evening 
Dust Coughing 6 
Dust in Air 8 Dav of Week 
At least one effect 42 Monday-Friday 
One - three effects 24 Saturday 
More than three effects 18 Sunday 
Other Issues 
Com~laints About Road Construction 
Residents were asked whether during any time of the period of 
road construction they had ncomplainedn or felt like complaining 
to the council, newspaper or site contractor by telephone, letter 
or in person. Table 15 shows that 34 complaints were claimed to 
have been made by residents (some residents may have complained 
more than once), most frequently in person to the council. 
Clearly there is no guarantee that those complaints were 
registered although it seems likely that the liaison committee 
for local residents and local authority officers provided the 
bulk of the llin persont1 complaints to the council. Perhaps not 
surprisingly the number of times "felt like complainingl~ was 
mentioned was higher than actual complaints made. 
Table 15: Percentaae of Residents Complaints About 
Road Construction 
Actually Felt Like 
Complained Complaining 
---------- ----------- 
Council (Phone) 
(Letter) 
(In person). 
Newspapers (Phone) 
(Letter) 
(In person) 
Contractors (Phone) 
(Letter) 
(In person) 
5.4 Conclusions and Discussion on Ouestionnaire 
The conclusions from the main survey analysis can be considered 
in two parts, empirical and methodological. In certain respects 
it is the methodological conclusions which are the most 
interesting. 
Empirical 
Most of the main findings have been referred to earlier in this 
section. Overall noise was the most widely reported nuisance 
from the construction of the road scheme although a large part of 
this nuisance derived from the delays to and hence increase in 
noise from traffic on the A655. This is shown by the fact that 
the statements referring to construction noise nuisance produced 
much less agreement than that referring to increase in traffic. 
The second most widespread impact referred to the disruption to 
outdoor recreation. For both impacts, residents living beyond 
300 m found these effects to be a source of nuisance. 
In general there is a decline in the assessment of disturbance 
from the road scheme with increasing distance. The different 
evaluative scales produce broadly similar types of response. 
Methodoloav 
The main findings from the structured survey relate to the design 
of the measurement instrument and to its form of presentation. 
Three main weaknesses were: 
(a) the particular frame of reference for the study; 
(b) the form of statement and type of rating scale 
approach; 
(c) the presentation of questions to individuals. 
Potentially the most difficult aspect of the structured surveys, 
apart from actually obtaining the interviews, was the limitation 
imposed on the respondent by the survey context. At its 
simplest, we chose in this part of the survey to ask people to 
rate their reaction to a number of statements against a number of 
scales implying an evaluative dimension. 
For many people, although they completed the questionnaires, this 
appeared to be a task which had little meaning or purpose and was 
certainly not familiar or easy. 
One lurking suspicion underlying the observed performance of 
several respondents completing the questionnaire is that it was 
more a question of pride that they could complete the matrices 
rather than it being an opportunity (within the constraint of the 
survey design) to convey their reactions to the scheme. Evidence 
that people were puzzled or found the approach adopted difficult 
to comprehend came in a number of discussions after the 
completion of the questionnaires and from the interviewers 
themselves who carried out the majority of the surveys. In 
retrospect, the issues which people appeared to want to talk 
about and which therefore possibly represent the dimensions of 
evaluation could be summarised as: 
(a) what were the sources of disturbance in general during 
the period of construction, and why? 
(b) who was to blame for the disturbances and why? 
(c) what action could or should have been taken to minimise 
those disturbances. 
Our survey instrument covered part (a) at great length, but 
failed to touch parts (b) and (c) . 
Of most interest to (a) is that people's perceptions of 
disturbances are highly subjective and that the reasons people 
are annoyed, upset or whatever are often unique to that 
individual. In our approach, the twenty or more statements 
contained some of the effects and some of the reasons for some of 
the residents evaluating the road scheme negatively. In future 
work, we feel that there will be a need to allow individuals to 
be able to specify (possibly from a pool of issues) those which 
they consider to be important and to be && to expand on those 
issues in any direction they wish. 
.e 
Using a pool of issues would give some element of e 
control but allow the respondents to define the basis 
assessment in their own terms. Furthermore, it is considered 
that abstract assessment of disturbances without any discussion 
of blame, responsibility or recommended action for those 
disturbances produces a largely sterile survey instrument by 
severing the link between people's perceptions of problems and 
their abilities to make judgements about what possible courses of 
action. By failing to introduce discussion on (b) and (c) above 
we effecitvely gave people little reason or confidence to suppose 
that their responses were to be of any practical use and more 
importantly gave no opportunity for expression of detailed local 
knowledge about how to overcome or minimise some of the effects 
of the scheme. 
In relation to (b) it was apparent from carrying out the 
structured surveys that our attempt to translate the factors 
identified as important to evaluation in the preconstruction 
interviews in the form of statements and scales was not entirely 
successful. The reasons for the particular design are numerous. 
Amongst the most important were the constraints on time - meaning 
that alternative designs were not adequately explored, and the 
objective we set ourselves, to interview 200 residents which 
meant we needed to adopt a standardised format in order to get 
the survey completed. 
Alongside this the particular form of rating scale in relation to 
the statement formation produced a bipolar response set which 
reduced the ability to discern trends or patterns between the 
different sub-samples and between different scale-statement 
combinations. 
The final point to note about the methodology relates to the way 
in which information (both questions and questionnaires) are 
presented. On reflection, the classical approach (questionnaires 
administered to individuals) to survey design would appear to be 
particularly inappropriate to many of the issues which people 
appeared to want to discuss in relation to the construction of 
the road scheme. In our judgement an approach which made use of 
presentational techniques and devices which break down the need 
to "write things down" or "rate a reaction1' and the relationship 
of "interviewerw and "respondent" would be an important stage of 
development of this work. In particular, we would like to see 
firstly a move towards group discussions, and secondly the use of 
graphical and tactile materials for presenting issues and 
recording views. In the first instance, group discussion, we 
feel, would partly replicate the arenas in which people normally 
define and evaluate issues. Also it would serve to reduce the 
artificial arrangement which exists in an interview between the 
'researcher' and the 'respondent'. By using material which 
conveys information in a form which is potentially more 
interesting and less dependent upon educational attainments, it 
is felt that this would reduce the perception of the study as 
"academicw and make the issues more real to those involved. 
In the final section of this report (pos 
for the way in which we would approach bo next stage of 
this study as well as further work in the a Next however the 
e multi-attribute utili estionnaire are 
5.5 Multi-Attribute Utility Ouestionnaire 
Examining the results of the work undertaken, it transpired that 
even a simplified version of multi-attribute utility analysis 
proved difficult to apply in working with members of the general 
public. Only 12 of the interviews undertaken provided complete, 
usable responses. In addition to the inherent difficulty of the 
questions asked (especially the 'standard gamble' questions 
oriented towards gaining an understanding of attitudes towards 
uncertainty) it is also probably the case that inadequate time to 
instruct the interviewers working on this part of the survey 
contributed to the unsatisfactory response. Since it seems 
particularly important to take account of uncertainty (and hence 
to ask questions that explore-this issue), future surveys should 
pay particular attention to elicitation techniques (such as MAUD 
provides) and to interviewer training. A small number of good 
responses is preferable to a larger number of poorer ones. 
Two particular difficulties encountered in the design of the 
survey instrument .and the analysis of the responses are as 
follows. The first, not a problem of multi-attribute utility 
alone, is difficulty in identifying adequate quantitative proxy 
variables in terms of which to analyse environmental impacts such 
as noise, dust and dirt, etc. within a very simplified survey 
structure. It seems that some of the proxies used (e.g. 
frequency of window cleaning as a proxy for dust and dirt) may 
have been difficult for all respondents to relate to. Hindsight 
has suggested no more satisfactory possibilities, although it may 
be worthwhile to investigate work on noise undertaken by the CAA. 
The second (and possibly related) problem is the one referred to 
earlier, the use of simplified standard gamble questions to try 
to assess the extent to which there was risk aversion to the 
uncertain environmental consequences associated with the road. 
Although there was on balance a leaning towards risk averse, 
rather than risk loving behaviour, it was less pronounced than 
might have been expected. Within the responses, however, there 
was a very wide range of variation and a suspicion must remain 
that respondents' understanding of the rather abstract 
alternatives between which they had to choose may have been 
limited in some cases. 
More positively, the selection of which environmental concerns 
were significant in respondents, minds did not seem to cause any 
great problem. The frequencies with which they were identified 
as significant corresponded exactly in rank with those in Table 
(7). There was also no great difficulty in using the ratio 
technique to establish relative weights. Averaged across the 12 
usable responses, the relatkve weights (as well as the 
frequencies) ranked the five areas of environmental concern in a 
very similar way to Table (7). The only difference was the 
reversal in the ranking of Dust and Dirt and Disruption of 
Walking and Local Outdoor Recreation. Of course, consistency 
with Table (7) is only a general indicator of success in this 
respect, since the questions underlying the Table (7) results 
concerned the construction phase and the multi-attribute utility 
analysis was addressed to residents, prior conceptions of the 
effects of the road scheme in operation. Nonetheless-, the 
existence of a reasonably strong correlation between the two 
should perhaps be expected. It was noticeable, however, .that 
there were very wide variations between individuals in the 
weightings afforded to different impacts. Although it has not 
been possible to investigate the possible causes of the 
differences, the fact that there does appear to be a wide variety 
of views is a point which needs to be considered further in 
assessing the role of this type of work reported in this paper in 
influencing the planning process. 
In those cases where the questionnaire was successfully 
completed, enough firm information was obtained to permit, for 
example, the evaluation and ranking by each individual of a 
series of hypothetical schemes. For example, one resident's 
multi-attribute utility function worked out as follows: 
where the wj's result from analysing the final question in the 
multi-attribute utility section of the survey questionnaire and 
the Uj (Xj) functions (j = 1, . . . 5) derive from the preceding 
questions A to E and are pictured in Figure ( ) Using this 
resident's value function it would then be possible to rank the 
hypothetical schemes shown in Table ( ) .  Substituting the Xj 
values leads to values of V which are respectively -0.1125 for 
scheme A and -0.2395 and -0.1180 for schemes B and C. Hence, in 
this resident's view A represents the most desirable (least 
undesirable) alternative. 
In summary, this part of the research project suggests the 
following: 
(a) There is, as yet, relatively little experience of how to 
formalise local residents1 views of the environmental 
consequences of road and similar schemes in order to assist 
with option choice. 
(b) The technique explored in this study is a potentially 
valuable input to the choice process, but is not a 
replacement for CBA. In particular it is more appropriate 
for choice between options, rather than between widely 
differing projects. 
(c) It is important to use a technique which explicitly allows 
for uncertainty in evaluation. 
(d) A follow-up study which allows the issue of labile values to 
be explored further would be of great interest. 
(e) It would be useful to explore the use of computer-based 
methods of value elicitation and evaluation (e.g. MAUD) in 
the context of road schemes and similar projects. 
(f) The question of developing suitable proxy variables for 
environmental impacts has not been adequately resolved. 
(g) It could also be useful to explore the extent to which the 
assumption of a linear additive value function can be 
justified, despite the often observed robustness cif such 
choices. 
Table 16: Evaluation of Three Hvl~othetical Options 
Project A B C 
............................................................. 
Impact 1 160 160 160 
2 2 4 2 
3 160 160 160 
4 100 350 300 
5 2 6 7 
W 
Utility u1 (XI) - 0.47 - 0.47 - 0.47 0.15 
u2 (x2 - 0.31 - 0.78 - 0.31 0.35 
u3(x3) - 0.56 - 0.56 - 0.56 0.05 
u4 (x4) 0.53 0.88 0.78 0.25 
us (x5) - 0.19 - 0.44 - 0.53 0.20 
Figure .6: The Five SeDarate U t i l i t v  Functions 
u4'x4' t 
D i s r u p t i o n  of and 
local mtdmr recreation 
1 "se and Vibration 
u1 'XI 
- - - -  -------------- \
' I - and D i r t  u2'X2
150 200 lorries 
-1 - - ------ - - - ----- -- -- 
O r  
(Note: Each exhibits riskaversion, except U which is slightly 
r i s k  loving) 4- 
6. Future Work 
The project described in this report was intended to be 
innovative in the methodology it brought to bear on exploring 
some of the environmental issues raised by the building of the 
Welbeck haulage road. Bearing this in mind, the results are both 
interesting for the light they throw on residents' reactions to 
the Welbeck scheme and promising, in that they suggest that 
similar schemes could in future be effectively studied and 
managed with the aid of techniues of the type described here. 
The section of the project concerned with gauging reactions to 
the construction phase of the work has given valuable insights 
into the way in which individuals' perceptions of such a scheme 
develop. It revealed a potentially complex set of influences to 
be operating and suggests strongly the need to understand much 
more fully the genesis of people's views, if the basis of their 
evaluations of proposals is itself to be understood and responded 
to in the design and evaluation of competing project options. 
While the unstructured interviews provided much relevant 
information, it is clear that in this pilot project, the more 
formal, matrix based, methods used to try to quantify responses 
to the road construction did not faithfully capture views 
expressed in a way which was sufficiently responsive to 
variability between individuals. We intend to look again at the 
structured questionnaire aspect of the methodology in future 
work. The same holds for the multiattribute utility assessment 
applied to the operational phase of the road. In the very short 
time available to undertake the Welbeck project, it did not 
prove possible to tailor the methodology to the specific 
circumstances of the investigation, nor to undertake a properly 
rigorous training of the interviewers. Nonetheless, the use of 
the technique in similar circumstances to Welbeck merits further 
investigation. Mechanisms through which people's reactions to 
proposals which affect them can be captured quantitatively, made 
explicit and used as a basis for discussing alternative plans 
have a role to paly in the planning and design process. 
Moreover, multiattribute utility or similar methods, applied 
through a longitudinal survey, offer the opportunity to study how 
people's responses to environmental change behave through time. 
This in turn should provide important information relevant to the 
manner in which residents' initial reactions to proposals should 
be analysed in project planning and evaluation. A return to the 
site to investigate residents' views about the road now that it 
is operating is an important part of our plans for future work. 
A full copy of the plans for follow-up work to the Welbeck pilot 
project is available from the authors on request. 
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A P P E N D I X  1 
******************* 
MAIN STUDY INTERVIEW FORM - CONSTRUCTION PHASE 
A P P E N D I X  2 
******************* 
MAIN SURVEY FORM - OPERATIONAL PHASE 
A P P E N D I X  3 
..................... 
MAIN SURVEY FORM - MULTI-ATTRIBUTE UTILITY QUESTIONNAIRE 
. . 
ST JOHNS HAULAGE ROAD: HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONNAIRE 
. . 
CODE. A :  COL. 
RECORD NUMBER . - I 
. 
INTRODUCTION 
GOOD MORNING/AFTERNOON/EVENING. AS INDICATED I N  
OUR LETTER WE ARE INTERESTED I N  FINDING OUT YOUR 
REACTIONS BOTH GOOD AND BAD TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF 
THE ST. JOHNS HAULAGE ROAD. WE HAVE A NUMBER OF 
QUESTIONS THAT WE WOULD L I K E  TO ASK YOU. 
1. TO BEGIN WITH WE WOULD L IKE TO FIND OUT HOW MUCH 
N'JISANCE YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED OVER THE PAST FEW 
M3NTHS DURING THE CONSTRUCTION (F THE HAULAGE 
ROAD. I. WOULD L I K E  YOU TO THINK ABOUT ALL THE 
WRY THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROAD HAS AFFECTED YOU 
AND PICK A NUMBER FROM THIS SCALE (SHW CARD A) 
WHICH BEST DESCRIBES HOW BOTHERED YOC H A X  BEEN? 
(WRITE I N  SCORE) 
Z(i) NEXT I WOULD L I K E  YOU TO LOOK AT THE FOLLOWING 
L I S T  OF IMPACTS (SHOW CARD 6) OF A NEW ROAD UNDER 
CO\STRUCTION. COULD YOU TELL M WHICH, I F  ANY OF 
THOSE IMPACTS, HAVE AFFECTED YOU PERSONALLY., 
( I F  O K Y  ONE IMPACT I S  IDENTIFIED) 
- I 
. . 
.... -
(ji) CAN YOU TELL ME WHY THIS IMPACT HAS AFFECTED Y& 
BUT NONE OF THE OTHERS (RECORD ANSWERS BELOW) - I F  
STILL ONLY O M  IMPACT I S  IDENTIFIED. 
.> 
' (AT THIS STAGE .GO $0 QUESTION 4) d .-. 9 
8 @ 5 i ,  J r 
1 
ND WHICH WAS THE NEXT BIGGEST NUISANCE - 
. WORST 
(iv) FOR EACH OF THOSE IMPACTS THAT YOU HAVE 
COULD YOU PICK A NUMBER FROM THE FOLLOW1 
(SHOW CARD A) WHICH BEST DESCRIBES HOW 
YOU HAVE BEEN BY EACH OF THOSE IMPACT 
SCORE BELOW) 
NOISE 
DANGER 
FUYES AND 
OF WALKING 
AND OUTDOOR 
'' NEXT I WOULD L I K E  T 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE C 
ROAD AND THE WAY ' THAT 
.+ PERSONALLY. ..$ 
* * .-... 
i r 
WE HAVE A NUMBER OF STATEMENTS WHICH REPRESENT 
IMPACTS ARISING FROM ANY ROAD CONSTRUCTION. 
(GIVE BOOKLET A TO RESPONDENT). 
I WOULD L I K E  YOU TO READ EACH OF THESE STATEMENT 
AN0 THEN ON EACH OF THE SCALES UNDERNEATH MARK 
WITH A PEN THE POINT WHICH YOU CONSIDER MOST 
CLOSELY REPRESENTS YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT THE 
STATEMENT. 
THE IMPORTANT THING TO REMEMBER I S  THAT WHERE YOU 
PLACE A CROSS ON THE LINE, SHOULD DESCRIBE HOW YOU 
FEEL ABOUT THE ROAD CONSTRUCTION DURING THE PAST 
FEW MONTHS. 
4. NEXT I WOULD L I K E  TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS WHICH 
REQUIRE A SIMPLE YES/NO ANSWER. THE FIRST 
QUESTION I S  ABOUT ANY WAYS THAT YOU MIGHT HAVE 
COMPLAINED ABOUT THE ROAD DURING I T S  CONSTRUCTION. 
( i )  AT ANY TIME DURING THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROAD I CODE COL HAVE YOU? I 1 
.......... (d)  complained t o  the by.. ........ 
(read out l i s t  below - t i c k  appropriate 
box f o r  a yes) 
YES NO 
n n  (a) Applied f o r  a ra te  deduction. 
(b) Planned t o  move because o f  the road. [ 1 [ 1 
( i f  home owner) 
... 
(c)  Applied f o r  a t rans fe r  t o  be moved. [ ] [ 1 
( i f  counc i l  tenant) 
Phone l e t t e r  i n  person 
. papers [ 1 [ I [ 1 
~ . . -  
. . . . . .  
I - 1.~. 
. . . . . .  .a
C 1 [ I [ 1 i .  counci l  
. , 
[ 1 - : contractors [ I [ -1 
............ (e) f e l t  1i.ke complaining t o  the 
by ................. (read out l i s t  below - 
t i c k  appropriate box f o r  a yes). 
Phone l e t t e r  i n  person 
C 1 C 1 [ I  papers 
counci l  [ I  .-... C 1  C 1 
c o n t r ~ c t c i i  c I [ I *  * '[I 
. . 
.# 11 
. . . .  
, . 
.; 
>~. , , 
t 
. . ) \.--. 
5. NOW I WOULD L I K E  TO ASK YOU WHETHER YOU HAVE 
YOURSELF HAVE NOTICED THE FOLLOWING EFFECTS THAT 
MIGHT HAVE OCCUREO AS A RESULT OF THE NOISE, 
VIBRATION, OR DUST DURING THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
ROAD. FOR EACH OF THE EFFECTS I WOULD L I K E  YOU 
TO TELL ME WHETHER YOU HAVE NOTICED THE EFFECT ON 
MJRE THAN ONCE A WEEK, AND WHICH YOU THINK WAS 
CAUStD BY THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE HAULAGE ROAD? 
CODE 
. , 
(a) windows Rattling and buzzin 
(b) doors Rattling or buzzing 
(c) floors shaking or trembling 
(d) feeling vibration in the air 
. . (el feeling the bed shake . .. . [ I  [ I  
( f )  ornaments rattling or buzzing [ I .  [ I  
[ I  [ I  (g) . ornaments moving 
(h) fluttering sensations in the chest [ 1  [ ] 
(i) tingling of the skin [ I  [ I  
(ii) NOW THINKING ABOUT THE POSSIBLE EFFECTS CAUSEDBY 
~UST/DIRT. HAVE YOU NOTICED? 
YES NO 
[ I  [ I  (a) the windows being dirtier 
(b) washing becoming soiled . [ I  1 1  
(c) plants being covered in dust [ I  1 1  
(dl mmre dust in the house [ I  [ I  
(el more dust on the car [ I  [ I  
(f) dust getting in the eyes [ I  [ I  
(g) dust causing coughing [ I  [ : I .  
t i  dust visible in the air indoors [ I  [ I  
> 
3 
- 
1 ' 3  
COL 
' *C 
, .  
. .  , .  
, 
. . 
. . 
i . ,  
: . ,  
.I 
i 
6. NOW I ' D  L IKE TO ASK YOU THE T I  
YOU NOTICED ANY OF THE EFFECTS 
TALKING A B O U T 7  
(i) FIRSTLY THINKING ABOUT THE TIMES WHE . . . .  
THE EFFECTS OF N O 1  D VIBRATION. WHEN DID YOU 
NOTICE THESE EFFEC 0 NOT PROMPT - ENTER REPLY 
, . 
BELOW). . . 
(ii) ON WHAT DAYS DID YOU NOTICE THESE EFFECTS (DO NOT 
PROMPT - ENTER REPLY BELOW) - 
( i i i ) A T  WHAT TIMES WERE THESE EFFECTS THE MOST 
BOTHERSOME? (DO NOT PROMPT - ENTER REPLY 
BELOW). 
( i v )  REPEAT FOR DUST/DIRT; 
NnISE AND VIBRATION 
TIMES NOTICED 
e a r l y  morn ing  i n  bed  1 . 1  
morn ing C 1 
l u i c h t i m e  [I 
a f t e r n o o n  [ 1 
even ing  [: 1 
04YS NOTICED 
Mon - F r i d a y  [ 1 
Saturday [ 1 
Sunday [ 1 
. TIMES NOTICED 
DUST AND DIRT I 
e a r l y  morn ing  i n  bed  [ 1 
morn ing  C 1 
l u n c h t i m e  C 1 
a f t e r n o o n  C 1 
even ing  [ 1 
DAYS NOTICED 
Mon - F r i d a y  [ 1 
Saturday [ 1 
Sunday [ 1 
FINALLY TAKING EVERYTHING TOGETHER ,I WOULD L I  
YOU TO CONSIDER 4 DIFFERENT OPTIONS WHICH WE 
CONSIDERED BEFORE THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE RO 
BEGAN. I WILL READ THESE OUT AND WOULD. LIKE YOU 
TO TELL ME WHICH 
PREFERRED. 
I . .  : 
(a) The f i r s t  o one which you ' have 
experienced during' the past few months. 
This involves,construct ion and working from 
the s i t e  from 7.00 i n  the -morning u n t i l  ;7.00 
i n  the evening, from Monday t o  Saturday. 
(b) The second opt ion would invo lve construction 
work from 9.00 i n  the morning u n t i l  9.00 i n  
the evening from Monday t o  Saturday. 
(c)  The t h i r d  opt ion would invo lve construction 
work from 9.00 i n  the morning u n t i l  5.00 i n  
the evening seven days a week. I 
most preferred 
next most 

. . 
NOT. ANNOYING 
c - -  
, , . . . . . 


NOT. AUNOYINC 
' NUISANCE 
- H X K ~ O T M E R  
. . .  

. - --.- 
,NOT- ANNOYING 
- - -  
1 
- ,  - - -- 
- - - -  
FROM TEE CONsTRucTIm, SITE 
- - -- 




NOT ANNOYING 
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A P P E N D I X  1 
******************* 
MAIN STUDY INTERVIEW FORM - CONSTRUCTION PHASE 
. 
RELATING TO THE OPERATIONAL 
PEASE OF THE SHARLSTON COLLIERY HAULAGE 
ROAD. 
INTERVIEWER 
RESPONDENT 
TIME (24 HR) 
DATE -1- /. .86 
. -- 
WNT- BE UPSETTI 
UPSETTING 
W I L L  BE . .  . 
_ - - - - . - -  
TO 'BE EXPECTED 
W I U  RE A 
H A J o R N u ~ - ~ -  - . - . -  - . -  
W - ~ E T R O A B  I S - ~ A N D . I N . B P E R A F I O N  - 
.. . 
THKRE .WILT. 'BE MJCE MORE DUST AROUND THE HO 
. . 
. .. 
neNr.wfEiX~~ 
- - - - - - -  
- - - - - - -  

CT CHILDREN 
WONT BE UPSETTING 
. .. . 
. . 
WUL B E A  ' ' 
- - - - - - -  
- - - , -  - - -  
- - -  
.- - 
TO &E EXPECTOD 
WILL BE A MINOR 
HAJOR NUISANCE 
- .  - - 
- - 
- - 
TO BE EXPECTED 
W I L L  BE 
W I L L  BE A 
HAJORNu1sANCE- ' -  
. . 
wow AFFECT ME 
- - - - - - - . -  
.-. .- 
. 
WONT AFFECT K 
IWNT BE ANNOYING 
TO BE EXPECTED 
THE FOUNDATIONS OF TBIs 
wtm AFFECT ME 
- - -  
- - -  
- - 
SOMETHING 6 NOT'SOMETHING . 
TO 8E U(PECTU) 
W I L L  BE A 
THERE W.m BE 
.. 
. . 
- -  
.WILL BE WONT-BE UPSETTING 
UPSETTING 
WILL BE ', - . . . . 
WILL BE A WILL 8E A MINOR 
MAJOR NUISANCE - ' - 
.. 
THIS ESTATE WILL BE 
ilONTAFFEGTME 
. _  - - - . -  - .- 
NOT'SOMETHING - 
IEXPECrOD - -_ TO BE EXPECTED 
W I U  BE A 
 HI^ NUISANn - 
. 
.- 
, 
THE COUNCIL WILL ALLOW WASTE THE  COW^ 
- - I  
WONT ~ BE UPSETTING 
UPSETTING 
ANNOYING 
TO BE EXPECTEO 
W I L L  BE A . . 
_ . -  L - . -  - . -  MAJOR NUISANU 
SITE' 
W O N T A m C i M  
WONTBE 
UPSETTING 
IExPECTa 
W I U B E A  
HINOR M I S A N a  

A P P E N D I X  3 
******************* 
MAIN SURVEY FORM - MULTI-ATTRIBUTE UTILITY QUESTIONNAIRE 
. 
vim: -- MULTIATTRIBUTE UTILITY . .  . 
. . 
, .: . i . : 
. . 
. . ,  
. . 
This sect ion o f  the questionnaire r e l a t e s 3 0  how ..you t h i n k  the r o a d  
w i l l  affect  you once it is completed ,and i n  operatipn. It is concerned 
only with the  operation . , o f  the 'haulage - road, not .the' ~ a b i c k  s i t e .  
. . i t s e l f .  . .  . .  ,. 
. . 
. ..: 
.. 
. .  . 
. . 
*--, 
1. Firs t ly , ,  I would l i k e  you t o  look a t  the following list of possible . . , 
impacts of the road when i t  is operating and t e l l  me which, i f  any; - 
you believe w i l l  a f fec t  you. 
- ' C b E m L  
Tick i f  
w i l l  af fec t  
A NOISE AND VIBRATION 
B DUST AND DIRT 
C DANGER 
D DISRUPTION OF WALKING AND LOCAL 
OUTWOR RECREATION 
E FUMES AND SMELL 
Can you tel l  me why t h i s  impact w i l l  af fec t  you but none of the 
others? 
Summarise response: 
3. If still only one impact is believed important, go t o  next sect ion 
of questionnaire. I f  2 impacts named, go t o  the questions 
r e l a t ing  t o  each named impact a f t e r  
I would now l i k e  t o  t a l k  i n  more de t a i l  about how you f e e l  
about each one of the e f f ec t s  you have j u s t  picked out. To 
begin with I want t o  t a l k  about them individually. Later we 
w i l l  t a lk  about how you think they compare with each other. 
A; NOISE AND VIBRATION 
A1  h he amount of any noise f r &  the-road may depend closely  on the  
- number . , of l o r r i e s  t ha t  . . u s e  the  road , . each day. 
. . 
, . ., 
Suppose t h a t  the  maximum number of lorries t ha t  wouLd ever use 
the  road i n  a day is 200. So the  worst noise you would ever 
experience i n  a day is  "200 l o r r i e s  worthn. 
A2.Suppose now you were offered t h i s  choice of noise l e v e l s  I 
1. A 50/50 pos s ib i l i t y  t h a t  there might by e i t h e r  0 o r  200 l o r r i e s  
-
each working day (you don't know which) 
2. The cer ta in ty  t ha t  there  would be 100(n) l o r r i e s  on each day. 
Which would you prefer . 1 o r  2? 
A3. Repeat A2, changing n, i n  units of + 20 i n  (2) u n t i l  a change of 
choice occurs. i.e. if ( 1 )  is i n i t i z l y  preferred,  decrease n i n  
jumps of 20 u n t i l  (2) is preferred. If (2) is i n i t i a l l y  preferred, 
increase n i n  jumps of 20. 
a. (1) I n i t i a l l y  preferred: I 
b. (2) I n i t i a l l y  preferred 
Tick a f t e r  each repeat  of A2 f o r  which (2) still preferred t o  (1) I 
B; DUST AND DIRT 
Bl .'one way ,b f  thinking about the  amount of , q y  dus t  and  d i r t  fr& the  C O N  COL 
. .road is- t o  think, about,how of ten the  windows of. a house a r e  cleaned. 1 
About how of ten, on average, a r e  they cleaned a t  present? 
[Translate answer t o  the  form, once every X days] 
IF RESPONSE IS "WINDOWS NEVER CLEANED" OR SIMILAR, TRY 
81. (Alt.) Another way of thinking about t he  amount of any dust  and 
d i r t  is t o  think about how often,  say, the  main l iving- 
room needs t o  be dusted. 
About how often,  on average, is it dusted at present? 
(Translate answer t o  t he  form once every X days) 
B2.1t1s not yet  c lear  how much ex t r a  d i r t  there  w i l l  be a r i s ing  f r a n  
the  operation of the  haulage road. 
Let 's  assume t h a t  you want t o  keep the  windows(1iving room) a s  clean 
a s  they a r e  ( i t  i s )  now. 
Suppose you were offered the  following choice 
(1 )  A 50/50 pos s ib i l i t y  t h a t  e i t h e r  you might only need t o  clean 
as much a s  is done now o r  t ha t  you might need t o  
clean 5 times as often as now, t ha t  is, about every 
Cx/5] days. 
(2) The cer ta in ty  t h a t  cleaning would be needed th r ee  times 
(n=3) a s  of ten as now. 
B3.Elepeat with n - 2 i f  (1) preferred; n. = 4 if (2) preferred. I 
Tick Box 
Which would you prefer (1)  o r  (2)? I 1 2 
Tick Box I 
" 3 
If (1) preferred: (n = 2) 
Tick Box 
1 I f  (2) preferred: (n  = 4) 1 2 
C. DANGER 
C1 .It is possible t h a t  . . .  the  ex t ra  t raff ic  o n  t h e  road-may genera te  
. .sources of .  danger - t o  pedestrians, children., motorists  using 
the  main-road, , etc, , The amount of danger may well depend closely  - 
on the  number of lorr ies  tha t  use the  road:each"dayi 
. . .  . 
.Suppose again t h a t  the  maximum number o f  lorri es'ticiing the  road 
i n  a day is  200. So, the  worst danger which might be caused is 
. . . .  . . 
. . 
200 " lor r ies1  worth". ~. . . 
, . 
. . 
C2.Thinking only of danger (not - noise). e r e  now offered 
' t h i s  choice of danger levels:  
1. A 50/50 pos s ib i l i t y  t h a t  theremight  r 0 - or 200 lorries 
each working day (you don't know which) 
200 
2. The cer ta in ty  t h a t  t he re  would be 100(n) lorries on each day. 
Which would you prefer ,  1 o r  21 
Tick Eix 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
n - 100 
C3. Repeat A2, changing n, i n  units of + 20 i n  (2) unt i l  a change of 
choice occurs. i.e. i f  ( 1 )  is i n i t i z l y  preferred, decrease n i n  
jumps of 20 u n t i l  (2) is preferred. I f  (2) is i n i t i a l l y  preferred,  
increase n i n  jumps of 20. 
a. (1) I n i t i a l l y  preferred: 
Tick a f t e r  each repeat  of A2 f o r  which (1) still preferred t o  (2) 
b. (2)  I n i t i a l l y  preferred 
Tick a f t e r  each repeat  of A2 for which (2) still preferred t o  (1) I 
. . E; FUMES AND SMELL 
. . 
. . " .  
El .one way o f .  thinking about the poss ib i l i ty  of g y  fumes or 
' .'Prom the road (again, - not  the waste t i p )  is 
o n  some days,. perhaps. because of wfnd 
you from opening your windows i n  summer f o r  
. . .  . .  . 
Do you have doubleglazing. or-any other reason why you would not 
open the windows f o r  ventilation. 
,.. . . . .  . .  
. . . ~  
. . 
IF RESPONSE IS ~~WINDOWS~,NOT O P E N E D ~ ~ ,  TRY 
~.~ 
El. ' ( ~ 1 t . i )  ~ n b t h B r - w a ~  of thinking about the p o s s i b i l i t y o f  .any 
. . fumes or smell from the road (not - the t i p  i t s e l f )  is t o  
think about whether on some days, perhaps because of 
wfnd direction, fumes, would stop you from s i t t i n g  o r  
workin2 % i n  the '  garden. 
It is not c lear  how much fumes might a f fec t  t h i s  house. 
E 2 . ~ u ~ ~ o s e  t h a t ,  with .the worst possible wind directions,  you were 
'forced t o  keep your windows shut (s tay,  o u t  of the .garden3 on 10 
ex t r adays  each month when normally you would have had them open 
(go out). 
Now suppose you were offered the  Polllowing choice: 
(1) A 50/50 poss ib i l i t y  t ha t  e i the r  you might be able  t o  open. 
the windows as (go out  i n t o  the garden) often as you d o  now o r  
. . tha t  you might be-forced t o  keep them closed (s tay i n )  on lo-. 
ex t ra  days,each month when ideal ly  you would choose t o  have them 
open ( g o  out). 
(2) The cer ta inty t h a t  you would have to .  keep the windows closed 
(s tay i n )  an ext ra  5 (n) days each month. 
Tick Box 
Which would you prefer. (1) o r  (2)?  
E3.Repeat E2, changing n i n  uni ts  of +1 u n t i l  a change of choice 
occurs. If (1) is original ly  preferred, decrease n; i f  (2) is 
original ly  preferred, increase n. 
a . ( l )  I n i t i a l l y  preferred 
TIck box after each repeat f o r  which (1) still preferred t o  (2) 
1 n - 4  
b.(2) I n i t i a l l y  preferred 
Tick box a f t e r  each repeat f o r  which (2) still preferred t o  (1) 
n = 2  n - 3  n - 1  
D; DISRUPTION OF WALKING AND LOCAL OUTDOOR RECREATION 
- . ,. . .. . .. 
': D1.The extent ti which yi;.may.feelle+s l i k e  walking-in the. . local area 
. .may be influenced .by how close t o  your home the haulage road passes. 
. . .. . . . . . .. . 
D2.Thi nking j u s t  of how you f e e l  about outdoor recreation of t h i s  
-kind, suppose you were offered the following choice. 
(1) A 50/50 poss ib i l i ty  t h a t  e i ther  the road would be b u i l t  i n  
its present  posit ion o r  tha t  it would be sh i f ted  400 yards 
away (you do. not knowyhich) . 
(2) The cer ta inty tha t  the road could be sh i f ted  200 (n) yards 
away. 
Tick Box 
D3.Repeat D2, changing n i n  uni ts  of 250, u n t i l  a change of choice 
occurs. If (1) is i n i t i a l l y  chosen. Increase n i n  jumps of 50; 
i f  (2) 'is i n i t i a l l y  chosen, decrease n. 
Which would you prefer, (1) or ( 2 ) ?  1 
a . ( l )  I n i t i a l l y  preferred 
'Tick box a f t e r  each repeat fo r  which (1) still preferred t o  (2) 
2 
b.(2) I n i t i a l l y  preferred 
'Tick box a f t e r  each repeat f o r  which (2) still preferred t o  (1) 
A P P E N D I X  4 
******************* 
TRANSCRIBED INTERVIEWS FROM PILOT STUDY 
- .  
Name of Street 
Clarke Crescent 
Elsicker Lane 
Goosehill Lane 
Hawthorne Mount 
Hilltop View 
Long Row 
~ ~. 
Queen Elizabeth Drive 
Queensway 
Shakespeare Mount 
South Street 
St Johns Crescent 
Sylvester Avenue 
Wakefield Road 
Warmfield Lane 
. .. 
House Numbers 
29, 31*, 11, 11A, 25, 25, 4, 8 
1 
4 
61, 63, 67 
23, 9 
42*, 43*, 46*, 36, 35, 14, 20, 
3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 
15, 18, 20, 29, 31, 33, 35, 
37, 38, 39 
153, 189, 170, 199, 200, 206 
149, 145, 153, 9, 15*, 19*, 
29, 35, 41, 47*, 49*, log*, 
Ill*, 5 67, 77, 61, 79*, 
81*, 95, 97, 99, 105, 107, 2, 
8, 16, 20, 22, 121, 123, 24, 
30, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 
50, 86, 80, 82, 90, 4, 6, 10, 
14, 32, 46, 48, 129, 133, 32, 
34, 24, 58, 64, 66, 74, 109, 
111, 113, 117, 119, 131, 135, 
139, 82, 90, 2, 16, 18, 28, 80 
3, 4, 5, 10, 13, 16 
3, 8, 9, 11, 15, 17, 19, 18, 
21, 23, 22, 24, 26, 33 
4* ,  6, 7*, 2, 13, 14 
ll*, 9, 20, 10, 18, 2, 16 
41, 43, 335, 325, 327, 331 + 
31, 17, 21, 25, 27, 37, 51, 
55, 59 
Transcriptions from Household Surveys 
* Don't know great deal about new road fetching rubbish from 
one pit to another where they're going to flatten land out 
... 
First information ... a circular, got a petition against it. 
Neighbours said would get a lot of dust. Petition made no 
difference. Don't know how will fare. Would get more 
noise - as if we haven't enough. 
Think it's a waste of money - causing so much noise - so 
expensive and is costing so much, can't be just for making 
countryside a little bit better. Once pit is closed road 
will be no good (useless). 
c Don't know other reasons why building unless to connect the 
motorway. Think they've already got an idea. What else 
they're doing it for. 
Or to get rid of some money. 
Majority on estate think there are other reasons for road. 
One person up the top put his house up for sale because of 
road, but has changed his mind. 
* Don't feel nothing because no-one will take any notice. 
They seem to be able to do what they want nowadays. You 
can't fight council. 
x I've never heard of anyone get a petition up yet thats done 
any good. 
Foreman came round to see everyone and said if there were 
any problems they'd be on site. 
No problems yet as only just started, except one big lorry , 
shed its load in the road. 
Keep pestering in one street for water, at 7/8 o'clock in 
morning. Go to grate in street to fill up steam-roller. 
Should go and complain. 
* Ones up there, Sylvester Avenue, are worse off. 
Sent just one sheet round about why building road, what it 
was for and if any problems would have meetings at community 
centre. Nobody's been, using a spokesman. 
* Haven't had problems as they haven't really started using 
road yet. All can do is think what they're going to get. 
* We'll get problems, money on rates. 
* Seems strange. They'd spend money on a road to bring waste 
from a pit thats only got a few years left open. I really 
am suspicious of it. 
* All those years that pits been there and nobody's ever 
thought of a road. A main road to the motorway. 
* They will use as they've said first off, but then when pit 
closes they'll ue it as probably a motorway. 
* Pits supposed to have 10 years, but is probably 5 years. 
They haven't given any information through the papers. 
No information other than from the sheet and others on 
estate. 
Get a spokesman up as they couldn't do with everyone turning 
up at the community centre. 
There has been an increase in big lorries coming since they 
started building it * about 4 months * supposed to be a 20 
week job. 
Unnerving to see these great big things coming up road. 
Get on and live with it. 
I'd think of selling but he wouldn't. 
Supposed to be starting at Sharleston and finishing over 
Newland. 
Wouldn't have made any difference to have had more 
information. 
Probably like more information now but at that time didn't 
bother. 
Have had time to think and see whats going on. 
If I did get more information and realise it was vital what 
they're doing I suppose I could change my mind. 
Some people up here reckon its a road they're goin7 to use . 
for taking nuclear waste and whatnot * I wouldn't like that. 
I hope not. 
We have enough noise and dust already without them adding to 
it. It sounds daft that nuclear waste, but you dontt know 
these days. 
Didn't say whattd happen eventually when pit closed, when 
they'd finished with it. I'd like to know what they're 
going to do when they have finished hauling waste down it. 
Once that pits closed they'll have no waste to haul down it. 
Idell. . . l u s e d  t o  l i v e  i n  S a n d a l . .  . w i t l h  e y  p a r e n t s  arid t h i s  is t h e  
ac : tual  f:i.u-st h o u s e  t h a t  I : ' v e  bo~ . igh t  a n  my owrl...ar'icl I w a s  bor-1.1 i n  
t h i s  area, a l o t  oC my f a m i l y  l i v e  i n  t h i s  area.. . I war-k i n  
Dewstjuv-y b u t  I c n u l i i  e n d  i.ip t r a v e l l i i ~ g  so  w e : ' l - e  q u i t e  n e a r  t h e  
Eflh2 n e t w o r k  a n d  t h e  P! i  cl!otor-wa)f n e t w o r k .  . . a n d  s o  i t1 s cjui t e  itear. 
t h e  c :onntr -ys ide  a s  w e l  I . .  .so r-eall y  i t 's  j u s t  a c o n g e n i a l  p l a c e .  
W e l  l ,  j.t3s no{: t o n  fa t -  t o  t i - a v e l  . F r o m  w a r t : ,  v e t  it. '% ,Far-  enounh  
.. . ... 
f  r-c!m wol- k. I t ' s  f a r  enough  +I-oril p a r e r ~ t s  a n d  ye:: i t " s  q u i t e  n e a r  
p a r e n t s .  1 kriow t h e  a]-ea, I  know t t r r ?  p e o p l e  a n d . .  . i t  j u s t  seewed  
ta s u i t  m e  t:cj tnrl!ve t h i s  wa) / , ,  
In SandaJ. ,  iis;jgrig way, S a n d a l . .  . 3  m i l e s ,  i t 's  j u s t  over- 
t4eathcomn\on. . . a s e m i  -.detac;ied hour+-e I u s e d  t o  1 i v e  i n ,  s i r i l i  l ar. t o  
t h i s .  
N r j t  par.tic1.11.av-ly becai.kse No~=.rnanton [?I ,  i t 's  q u i t e  a dirk:! 
p l a c e . .  . y o u  know, towav-ds t h e  town c e n t r - e . .  . lt% q u i t e  a n t i q u a t e d  
-
as w e l l ,  i.t c o i l l d  .. dc, ' - w i t h  m o d e ~ ~ ~ ' r i i s i r - ~ g .  B u t  t t i i r j  is a c t u a l l y  or! 
tile urr.i:skiu-ts of  t h e  town. . . soy  I l : ravel  I  dcir!:' t know which  
I .  i t  is. . . b u t  ..t.cjwau-ds W~at:e.Field anti , then  I came i n t o  
c ~ n - t a c t  w i t h  a1 1 t h e  c:r.>untr-yside t h e r e . .  . a n d  t h e n  I a c t u a :  l y  go 
Normantari way, !so it:'?; nl-i . t h e  boi-!rr-,dary 
I actiral 1  y 1. i ice ti:, g o  a l l  over-. . . ttia't .Fast r o a d  a lancl  
t-leath(:~iiimc3n ,, 
M a i n l y  t!-le i-touse, t h e  h o u s e  a . t t : r ac ted  m e  b e c a u s e  i t  !-lad 
everyt :h ing t k -  a %  - < -  I wanted.. . I 'm n  a p -  =\r  tic^ - I  ' - h a n d y  % 
p e r s o n .  ... % h i %  h o u a e  I . t h o u g h t  wou%d b e  q u i t e  w e : . l  a p p o i n t e d .  ,. . so  
t:l-l~a"iat.kri~c!red m e  t o  i t . .  . i t .  had  every!:l-ling t h a t  I w a n t e d  anri yet: 
. . 
-the sx . t : iny  of  i t  w a s  q u i t e  n i c e  a s  w e l l .  
It:'% q\. i i te  near-  t h e  c n u n t i - y s i d e ,  near- t h e  main  r o a d s . .  . n o t  n e a r  a 
c i . t y  c e n t r e  a n d  riot n e a r  a town c e n t r e . .  .arid hior-inanton ?as 
w e %  l . ,. . so a1 l . t h o s e  t h i n g s .  
N o ,  n o t  t h e  c :en t re ,  i d o n : ' t  t h i n k  i.t:'s a n y t h i n y  to a f i : e r  a t  
a l l . .  . i t  1r.ealI.y n e e d s  m o d e r n i 5 i n g ,  t e c h n o l o g y . .  . 
Y e s ! ,  i t ' s  f a i r l y  d i u - t y ,  i t : '% a s o o t y  area.. . .it 's vev-y n e a r  a 
t n i n i n g  cornmuni.ty.. . T knew ::hi!; when % boir12h.t i t . .  . and . .  . I s u p p o s e  
you h a v e  t o  l i v e  i n  a p l a c e  b e . f o r e  you  real ise j u s t  hciw d i u - t y  it. 
can b e .  But:, ycru know, I th i r .~E:  t h e  4:acl: t h a t  i t ' s  a non- 
s f n u k e l e s s  area, sor t -y ,  a s m o k e l e s s  area.. . t h a t  c : r e a t e s  a l o t  o.f 
13ir . t .  The  p e o p l e  are f r i e n d l y  thougl-I,  you know, t h e y ' l - e  real I. y  
n i c e  p e o p l e ,  I g e t  o n  q u i t e  w e l l  w i t h  t h e  neig!-lhouu-5.. .r,o I dorz7 t  
see a n y  p r o b l e m s  a t  a l l .  
T h a t ' s  r i g h t ,  c r e a t e d  b y  t h e  s a ~ o k e l e e s  f u e l . .  . t h e  n o n - . s r i ~ o k e l e s s  
f u e l .  
N o ,  n o t  i n  t h i s  l o c a t i o n .  A s  I s a y ,  I ' v e  v e r y  l i t t l e  . k c  d o  w i t h  
Noriaant:on a t  a l l ,  t h e  o n l y  way I would g o  t h a t  way is  i f  I 'VE  tc j  
ge.t  o n  t h e '  M$2. I n l a i n l y  t r a v e l  across c : n u n t r y  t o w a r d s  W a k e f i e l d  
a n d  s o  I see myse1.f i n  t h i s  l o c a t i o n  a s  b e i n g  apat - t  .urfrOaNou-laanton 
real 1 y.  I i n e a r ? ,  I ' i n  ju5j.t i n  . t h e  bpi-tndary,, t ~ ~ t ' t  r e a l l y  I i1on:'t 
- 
associ a te  niysel f  a s  b e i n g  i n  Noi-mariton . 
I s a w  q u i t e  a f e w  p r - o p e r t i e s ,  b e a r i n g  i n  w i . n d  . t h a t  T i.laiited a 
p r o p e t - t y  t t .~at  s u i t e d  rile.. . t t iat  I c o u l d  rnove more ot- less s t r a i g h t  
: i ,nto ancl n o t  i-lave ri~uct'i t o  clo i n  it:. I l.:r~ew Normanton , I l.:;siew 
t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r - '  area a n d .  = . yon  I'naw, t .he  h o u s e  a n d  t h e  s i t i n q  
seemed t o  a p p e a l  t o  m e  s t r a i g h t  away. 
' T h e r e ' s  a b ~ t i  1 t up area t o w a r d s  tl-~e.. . s h a l l  w e  s a y .  . . t h e  east o f  
t h e  town.  I t ' s  v e r y  r ~ t ~ i t e  h r e  anri t h a t ' e  i i a p o r t a n t  as; w e l l  ,. 
Y e s ,  t r a n q u i l i t y ,  y e s ,  you know. Y<:li.t ciw, so r t  o f ,  g o  out a n d  
.-- 
.Find n o i s e ,  but I t h i n k  i t ' s  iimporta!lr  t h a t  i t  stluLild be vju.~e%: 
+ 
- 
w i  t .h i  n  v o w  owrl ~ i . t r . r aund i  rrr:Js. . 
D e f i n i t e  v i e w s ,  y e s .  I want:ei:t i.t q u i e t . ,  I w a n t e d  it.. . w e l l  
a p p o i n t e d ,  a n d  i , . . w a n t e d  i 't. . . q u i t e  n e a r  couintr-ysi d e  as wel. l . 
.Q 
"j-ha? 3 := rigi-1.k, +ole" war-k, y e s ,  i . . l > a . k 7 s  i ' k .  
Well, I  i r ~ o k e d  au-ourid t l ~ ~ e i : ~  which  i r s  q u i t e  n e a r  w h c r e  I l-ror-ked. 
Ht . r t ,  I  t h o u g i i t ,  ytj1.i I.ti-iot.j, t h a t  -k?eined too  b u i  I!: up. H C ~ F . ~ I ~ . ! I ' ~ ~  
A i l c l l e ,  clown theiz.e.. .k: ir~-kstzi l l  which  is q1.tit.1; nag-- klere, t h a . t 7 s  
cjui-ke n i c e ,  but.  I didi7: ' t  sei;?fi a n y  proper t r ' . . es  wk1ict . i  a p p e a j , &  kc:, t n e  
'ihev-e,, . . m o l P e  01.- less r o u n d  t h a t  area. 
Well, I 'd  l o o k e d . .  .t.wi.ce,, r e a l l y . .  Once f o ~ t t -  y e a r s  a g o  f o r  abtx-it 
t h r e e  rl!or!th!s, anc1 t h e n  t h i s  l a s t  ~ . p e l l ,  aboi.tt t h r e e  m o n t h s  be.l:ot-e 
I b o u g h t  t h i s  o n e .  
Wiiak I know is t h a t  i t "  s s o m e t h i n g  t o  d o  w i t h  t h e  N a t i o n a l  C o a l  
Rcjard.. . I  t h i n k  t h e y ' r e  t r-ai- isport j . r ig e i t h e r  f u e l  cjr w a s t a g e  away 
+runt $hay-l#ston C o 1 : i i e r y . .  . and . .  . i s ;  i t  a st.tb.-terrai17j.an r o a d ,  
p a r t  i-if i t 3  
- 
.-. .. 
T h a t ' s  r i g h t . ,  i t ' s  g o i n g  c l r iderneath  arid I t h o u g h t  a t  t h e  t i n l e ,  
yclu know.. . I: wonder- how . k l - i i ! ~  w i l l  e f . ? e c t  m e .  I d i d n ' t  d o  t o m  
rairch ir-esear-ch i n t o  i t ,  I j c - 1 s t  l e f t  t h e  solici tor-  'to.. . f i n d  a 
l i t % l e  b i t  o u t  a n d  a d v i s e  m e .  s l o w e d  me, 
. >y f rnm t h e i r '  
o b s e r v a t i o n s  a n d  . f i n d i n g s  t h a t  i t  would b e  a l l  r i g h t . .  . so I took 
Tlnelt-' w o r - U  tol; 1.c. 
Tt-aey s a i d  t h a t  t h e r e  woul~rl b e  ncj d i s r u p t i n n s  t o  ti-~e f o u n d a t i t s n s  
c>f - t h e  h o u s e ,  Cher-e'd b e  r1c3 p r o b l e m s ,  n o i s e w i s e ,  . t h a t  t h e r e : ' c i  b e  
vele.y l i t t . le  d i s r - r r o t i a n  w i t h  t r a f f i c  and . . .  
Yes?!, I cot-ilcJ i m a g i n e  b i g  lor-r ies a n d  t h i n g s  l i k e  . t h i s .  . . no i s ) i  
lor-ries and  pt-nbabl y  c13nges t io r i  o n  t h e  r o a d s  sfimewhere a l o n g  t h e  
:1 i r i e -  
:;or-!: o f  a n  i i i t e rup t j .n i - I  oS wha.t., c u r r e n t l y ,  is a n i c e  ski-sigh% 
r-clad and  a ri i ce qrri et !?.oaci. I must  a d m i t ,  you  know, now as  I  
pacis . t h a t  r-mad f r e c ~ u e r - ~ t l  y  1; socnet ie ies  inol: t h e r - e  a n d  j~1s.t. .wha t  
i t  w i l l  a l l .  be l i k e  a n d  w h e t h e r  t h e r e  w i l l  b e  
a n y .  ,. . t-eper.c:~.rcrsi crns, :[ d o n "  .t I:now.. 
Well., il::':; ~ L < c / . !  a b i  y  p r o j  ec'. . I know i t  seems as  thh i jug  it"!; 
t i e e r l  aclver t j . sec l .  . . a l  r:~ric~ .Lhe roacl!;icle ancl t .hat.  i f  yoi..~:' re ~ a ~ ; s i n q  
i t  yi3u c:anL't hell:) b~1.k see w l - i a t ' s  yoinc) o n ,  b u t  1 t h i n k  r e a l l y  
i-ln-ki l. . . - ~ t r , l _ i %  i t  ' s coinpl e k e d  a n d  ac:i:cri-li !. y  f u n c t  i. o n i  ng  , you  d i ~ n "  t 
r e a l l y  knoig wha t  i?:.'s g o i n g  t:o b e  l i k e .  Arid so  I t h i n k  y o u ' v e  
a l w a y s  g o t  t o  dout:,t:. it: uri-ti  l you  r 5 e e  s o m e t h i n g  worl.:i.ng. . . a n d  j . t : ' z i  
+- ,. . .I" I : - . .. t i - i 111k .  No, no ci:!mplaiiit!; a b o u t  i t  j u s t  no%. . .a  l . i i : t l .e b i t  
o+ c1us.t b l o w i n g  i-.h:i.s; way. . . tiirt., n o  i::czmplaint.s ixbo~i t  i t  n o i s e w i s e  
c 3 ~ t .  
2nd j. .f c:,l-l I. ...c, .. i t '  ?s . f i r . r i s t . i e t J  anci i t: 's r-urining sati5j.Fac.t.ui-i I y ancl. 
j, :z  -. f s :i i Ire now, wel. % , n o  pi-i?bleir\. r:.:ut, aei I s a y ,  t1i-i.t i I i % 
ac:lr.ually i r i ,  1 ncj.k b e  c o n v i n c e d  a n d  I:' 1 l n o t  be s o r t  o.; 
X' W e l  3. , - t h e  a c t u a l  horrbze a p p e a l  eij t o  irie arid so I i :h~~\gh . t . ,  we3.  1,  
.A. fi. . , $ . .~e j : '  re prof  essi orrai  peopi. e, t h e y  s h o u l d  know what  t h e y ' r e  i j o i n q  
. . 
'i".ieyat-e .theu-e a d v i s e  me, I?rn p a y i n g  .for t h e i r  ser- .vi(=e.  y o u  
know, I ' l l  g o  a h e a d  w i t h  i t .  B n t ,  I s u p p o s e ,  a t  t h e  bacl.: o f  
mind,  y o u  know, u n C i l  i t ' s  a c t ~ l a l l y  w o r k i n g ,  a n d  I see how i t ' s  
f t - t n c t i o n i r i g ,  I sti l l w i l l  b e  a b i t .  apprc .ehenzive .  
Y e s ,  o u t  t a  t i - i e  pi.k.. . .BY t h e  boar -d in0  a t  t h e  s i d e  04 t h e  
r o a d . .  . b y  o b s e r i , i n g ,  y o u  I::now, t h e  d i u - e l l t i o n  {:!?at t h e  w r ~ r k ' s  
tal::ini,~. . . f:i".oin i .nSix"matio~-i  : [ " v e  p ickec l  up f r o m  n e i g h b o o r s ,  a n d  
a l s o  t h e  so l i c i to r - .  . .wha t  h e  a d v i s e d  m e .  
: I t  s a y s  "hair1 roacl ,frola St J o h n s  to" .  . . I j i - 1 s t  f o r g e t  now.. . 
s~.rppot-.tecl b y  t h e  Ilepar-.ttnen'k c - s F .  t . he  Envir-onmc?nt.. . . t h i n g s  l 2 k e  
7ha.t':; r i g h t ,  ac t~ca l l  y r r o s c i i n g ,  coining a l o n g  t h e  r o a d  arid s e e i . n y  
wl-iich d i r - e c t i o n  it. t a k e s ,  you  know.. .you c a n  m o r - e  or-  less see.. . 
what  p r o g r e s s  i .s  gn i r tg  o n ,  w h e r e  it 's h e a d i n g ,  w h e r e  i t  lool.:s a s  
i f  i p s  ot3inu tu Viead to .  The  s o l i c i t o r  who aot  13l~3.115 u r  
" 
- ~ - ~ ~~~ ". . ~~~- 
i.n.?or.ina'ti on f rora t h e  lnc ia l  ai.tthor-i t y  and  t h e  i q a t i o n a l  C o a l  uoar-d,  
f would pu-esume., . t h e  n e i g h h o u r s  who'vc l i v e d  i n  t h i s  l o c a l i t y  
:I.origc?r t h a n  t n e ,  t h e - y  seem t o  h a v e  b e e n  La% k i r w  a b o u t  i t  .to 
- 
themselves artri.. .yoit blnow, t h e y  sou-t o f  a d v i s e d  m e  a l i ' k t i e  h i t  
iabfiii't it.. 
W e l l ! ,  i \ . r s t  tl-tat i t P s . . . a  r o a d  fr13nt .tlie p i t  outward!; artd tha t :  i t ' s  
i j ixint %o b e  u s e d  f o r  t r a n s p o r p . ~ r i n g  f u e l  ar w a s t a g e ,  t h a t  i t 's  
gi3ing irntiergr-r7rrrtd a n d  t h a t  . theyz '  v e  b e e n  t i3 ld  CVti i t  i . t"s g o i n g  1:o 
c a u s e  n o  ur-.obI. erne. 
We'l l . ,  :E r ion ' t  know, -ynrr krjow, I ' v e  o n l y  l i v e d  Vier.e 8i.nt:e 44pr-i I. ,. . . 
I d o n ' t  sur-t.  o.F.. .I  l:averi:'-t Vtac:l toti lrtuch t o  do w i t h  t t i e t n .  
I ,  no. It:'* j u s t  ? m r t  o.F t a l k ,  I s u p p o s e . .  .pec.ipI.e i n  t h e  a?-ea  
ar-e c o n c e r n e d  I i. k e  I a n t .  . . a n y  convei- :sat ion,  . they  .j~.t:;Z. l ai:.r:h or.) 
t.rJ" 
c7. \ 
:[ don'.k know $$I-ietliei- t h e y  gmk same f r o m  . t h e  iila.tior.tal Coal  Boarcl 
- because I p a i d  Ccir. an  NCR ir .esear .ch.  t c ~ i t  what t h e  !sol ictor. t o i d  
t n e .  . . I d i d  a 1 o . k  o.F iily wor-l: w i t h  a soi ic i to i -  i n  1)ew~it:it.tc-y, wi-'ti.cti 
is  q ~ . t i t e  a way +I-om t h i s  area. S h e  t o l d  m e  t h a t  s h e  a s k e d  o n e  
h e r  c r ~ l l e a c i i ~ e s  t o  i13ok i n t o  it. who wo~a-E;ed i r :  % h e  l\ialre.?i.eld bi-. ani:li 
cjf t i -  depar - t ae r t t .  . . 51-te s ja id  h e  a c t u a l  1 y came i ~ i t 4 :  and  h a d  ei 
: l o o k  z,.k i.:: aricl hacl a lool:: a t  i t  1.n i;.ela.l:ion .to ir:y houi;e i.nd tk:e 
,' -rL"3db -. ..i. <.V . 
. L .  d ~ , :  _a llil g~:jt: was t h ~ t  h e  crsns ider-ed  i t  a l l  r-igi-lt:. 
, yes. A=. .I say ,  i.rn"iil i.t:'s Z ~ L  -. .-t. ud l : ly  - blurking I t k - '  S J . I , ~   I a l w a y s  
w i l l  t iave .  
,, y e s ,  .yes..  . i 51-tppose i t  !:lependr; o n  t h e  way t h e  w i n d ' s  blor.rin!; arid 
what  h a v e  you (31.. how much ttier-e is b l o w i n g .  1: 'VE.  n o t i r e d  t t l e r -e  
tias b e e n  a l i t t l e  b i t  0 4  d u s t . .  .on i:he window.. . that. '!; a b o u t  a l l .  
No:, af.ter.wat-.ds.. .'l'lris way, i t  w a s  t h e  l a d  rtex?: door-, h e  t o l d  m e  
t h a . t  i t  was. . , .ynu kncsr.r, -+:a d o  w i t l - i  t h e  actttal c:oa: r-ti& a n d  1% 
wazi  gi:ii nq urtdergt-.ocrnd a n d  w t i a t  h a v e  you.  . . h e  sort !3f c o n +  i rmed 
t2hat . t h e  ?:nl i ci:Lor. ? .olh n t e .  
hlu.. .he d i d n ' t  raeern  b o t h e r e d ,  i n  f  a~ . --t ... h e  s a i d  " I  d o n ' t  t h i n k  
:I' % l h a v e  a n y  p r o b l e m s .  . . " 
I  dor i : ' t  know, t h a t ' ! ;  p r o b a b l y  be.Fore I . .  . b e f o r e  I c a i n e .  (? ) 
A l l  I  know is . t h a t . .  . I  ~ i r j e d  I:(:, t r a v e l  a ln r ig  t h i ! %  area q ~ . i i t e . .  . 
w e l l  I !-lave dt3rie fob-. a l o t  nS year - s ,  and i t  w a s  a l w a y s  a r e a l l y  
r t i ce :  'lrrj.et, .;;tr-aigh.k r u n .  . . c l i i n b  t h e  h i l l  o u t  o f  Noi..iwariton a n d  
s t r - a i g h t  oii .to Cteatl-icr~mmon anc: n o  p~~ .ob le r i i s  arid t o  me i t  just 
.s_iei?ms a I.-eal. 1 y. . . ~ n a j o u -  i s? i : . e r rup t io r~  $:o w h a t  i t  w a s  f e r i n e r l - y  i i k e  
T h a t ' s  1-.ight,  I  c a n  r e r n e m i r r e r  whal: i - k  w a s  l i  k e ,  t l o w  n i c e ,  
p e a c e . f u l ,  so17't n . f ,  a 1  1 t h e  r i i - '  . f i e l d s  a n d  wha t  ha-ve 
you.  ., . a n d  i t  sjeems, ha.r-1!11ess. IVciw. i t  s e e m s  a5 i f  t t lo~g l .1  t ~ ~ t i l d  
t:te a l i t t l e  t3:i.t i m p o s i n g ,  a l i . t t?e  b i t  th rea . t en i i - ig .  
No!; befoi-.e i t w a s  ttiougk1.t: of  . . . when i t  w a s  a roatj, sort o f ,  
i ; -unr~ing aictng Normanton t o  W a k e f i e l d  a r ~ d  n&.th:i.ng e i t h e r -  s i d e .  
And no@ I f e e l  it's., b e i n g  inkel - . r .upted ,  its.. . you  know, o b v i o u s l y  
h e !  g o i n g  t t r i  b e  a l o . k  o-f ac.E:ivj:ky t:her-e ancl I  jirst wonder- 
Wiie.tkier or I i 1 i t  i n  w i  t h e . .  . p r e v i o u s . .  .or wtlethel- 
: :  b e  t o o  f l~uch i7.f a n  j . n t ~ -  .r r .upkil:iii. . .to(:, much o f  a problent .  
J 
Y e s .  I  wit!% a c t u a l l y  b o r n . .  . i t "s  a ho1i.5,~ t h a t ' s  b e e n  p u l l e d  dowi-\ 
ntriw, b u t  I w a r s  a c t ~ i a l l - y  bnri .~. .  . th i ; -ee  01,- fo1.11.- t i ~ ~ r i c t r e d  yai-cis f r o m  
.i:hic; h ix ise , :  ... a n d  1 I:now t h e  iriiriirig ci:jir~mc.!r~it.y'~ a l w a y s  b e e n  h e r e ,  
I'.4oi,.'inan.ttrrn i 5; a  iriini.ng c~cjrninuni.ky,, ,i, lej-k of: my f a m i  l y  wr.ir-ked i n  . k f l e  
t,l .i ; .>. 
1 t . 2  znd  y!zi.~ I 1 . : j ~ i ~ j t  fi.)rli.i(ll t h i s  h o u s e .  . soy-t o f .  . . 
!ii~.r.F-i:ii=ien.ki.~ a w a ; /  .fi,..oin .[:.he los:al. au.t.hcrrii:ief.:, s j . d e ,  r.iealF. - t h e  
t:oi.<ntr-y ~ ; i  d e .  
-Tha.t's r..:i.cjh.!:, And i f  I .  . .may ie..epeat what  i ''vcr. s a i d ,  u n t i l  i t  
a i r t u a l l y  @ o r - k s  I  wc!nY t . F u l l y  know a b o u t  i t ,  so.. . 
Oh, y e s .  :I: would .  Yo1.t know, I ' v e  s e e n  you  wi-kh p a m p h l e t s  arid 
' t h i n g s  l i k e  t h i s  a n d  s o  I t h i n k ,  p r o b a b l y  i f  my so l i c i t o r  h a d ' v e  
q o t  t n e  scime i n f  orma.kion,  1e.h iee h a v e  a look a t  i t ,  :irk t h e  e a r - l y  P ,  
s t a g e s  u.F t h e  c o n v e y a n c i n g . .  . I  wni.!id h a v e  b e e n  much h a p p i e r . ,  # 
S i n c e  I ' v e  at-r- ived her-e. t h e r e ' s  b e e n  n o  litelP.atrrre t h r o u u h  t h e  
duola-, y o u  i::now: s a y i n g  wha t  p u ' o g r e s s  h a s  b e e n  goiri!g o n  or- a n y  
pi-obleins kt-1st t h e y ' v e  encoi.intei-ed or. a n y  d e l a y s ,  ai-iy.thing atiocrt 
it:, y o u  know. I t  j u s t  seems as  i f  i t ' s  underway. .  . a n d . .  . t h a t ' s  
:i:t, you  :.:riow. 
I d o n ' t  know.. . I  s u p p o s e  i C  you l o o k  a t  i t :  t w o  ways.  r fne -. - , d t  
i t 's  a l l  g o i n g  s a t i s f a c . t o r y  a n d  t h a t  t h e r e ' s  no . .  . r e p o r t s  t o  g i v e  
i - ~ e o p l e .  Hut I  t h i n k . . . t h e  NCR, t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  t h e  
E n v i r o n m e n t ,  - t h e y  s h o u l d  real i se t h a t  pec7p:Le wou1.d b e  worr- ied , ,  
a n d  I  .t:I-%i.nk. . .some l i .  teratrrr'e r e a s s u r i n g  p e o p l e  t h a t  i t "  x; 
gcling. .  . t h a t  it 's p r o g r e s s i n g .  s t e a d i l y  t h a t  i : h e r e " s  n o  p r o b l e i n s  
a n d  t h a t .  .. . w h a t e v w  . t h e y  p i - e d i c t e d ' s  w o r k i n g  o u t  a l l  I - i g h t . .  . yoit 
E::I-tow, t h a t  would  reassure p e o p l e  1 . i v i n g  i n  t h e  area. C U  d- 
I t h i n k ,  s e e i n g  a s  I  w a s  i i . v i n g  so n e a r .  . . so near- t h e . .  . a c t i v i t y  
a n d  what  h a v e  yrjcc, I ? d  l j .  k e  t r j  f u l l y  +;now e>:ac.t3. y  w h a t ' s  g o i n g  f cj 
happeri  wheri i t i ' s  d o n e ,  when i t:'s contple.t.ed, s t a t i  s t ies  a n d  
%hir-:gri, t i e c a u s e  k h i n g s  l i  I<@ . t h a t ,  .yc!n know, d o  i n t e r e s - t  cite. . . a n d  
f  t .hey w e r e  g o i n g  t o  s a y  t h a t  X number od: lotT-ries are g o i n g  t o  
b e  p a s s i n g  I coi.\ld sort  o f  r - e a l i s e ,  you  know, %:he m a g r l i t u d e  of  i t  
a l l .  
I +  I t h o u g h t  abcsrr.t i . t  l o n g  enoug t .~  I ' d  p r o b a b l y  t h i n k  o.F !:~3(ne 
piar::e .t:o go t o  t r y  a n d  .Find ou. t . .  . 
:i d o n s t  knt:jw.. . w h e t h e ~ * -  tt.iey ncc!.r12-r-ed b e f o r e  I cane tiere. N o ,  1 
1. .. . rad'k r e a d  a n y t h i n g  i n  . t h e  1.ocai i i r - e s s  e i t h e r  a b o u t  i t , .  
..... A l i  1 get:, j , c ; . . - i t * s  c a l l e d  "]?:idweel.:: t>:.tr..aS i.L:':+ 7 a jree p a p e r  
i+isi ted b y  t t ie b)ake.!:ield E x p r e s s  g r o u p  ancl I h a d ' n t  s e e n  a n y t h i n g  
i t  - t h e r e .  
%.t:'a a w e e k l y  -Free p a p e r ,  i s ~ i u r c i  .t:o a l l  t h e  l o i z a l i t y .  
As : ! s a . y ,  p r o b a b l y  ti-a.i.fi.i: h a t l l a g e  C-3 I t r a f . F i c . . . C r a ? f i c  
1 :i, h t e , .t tl i 1 i I< b -  ...* h a,. t  dnri .. -. ~nr.&:t-t-~.lption '"- - -  i n  t h e  flr:,w of .t?-a+f?.(: 
f  pclr,r-manton to Wai.:efield a n d  t h e  o t h e r -  d i r e c t i o r i .  I wo~.!l?J 
.kp,:i tt ,e=yG, . - .  . ..iuulc; pr-ol:!ably b e  a l i t t l e  b i t  ntore n o i s e ,  probab1.y 
.c , rr.,in . ., - the .  . .prc:<babl  y  h e a r d  b y  t h e  i-ic!uses a t  . t h e  b a c k  t F i e r e  a n d  on 
t i  t-o .... 
.it? : PI.-obably I  !:cjuld g e t  away w i t h  i.t L?:l. b ~ t t  1: t h i n k  
ti., . .. :. t h e  r--i:jad would  b e  more noi:;e -Fcjt- .then\. I  h o p e  t h a t  the t - -e  
~.i,~i.i'.t . . - b e  a n y  ! ~ u b s i  sderic:e a t  a: l c a u s e d  by g i ~ i n g  u n d e r g r o u n d  
bi.1t.. .yo~.\  I : I ~ u w .  t h a t ? ~  a wdrry as well . .  rfnce a g a i n ,  I t h i n k  i.t $ 
c:orrld b e  :?ore 0.6 a w o r r y  .ff31'- p e o p l e  on , t h e  p e r i m e t e r -  of  t h e  
acti.v‘i.tv I-.. at l  ...,rr t h a n  C71 a l i t t l e  b i t  f u r t h e r  i n l a n d .  A l l  t h i n g s  
I i . k e  .that, ~ . o r r  know n o i s e ! ,  s u b s i d e n c e ,  d i r t  I  s u p p o s e ,  yotr 
k:r%ow, .:-.nu !:ana t d i r i r e g a r d  t h a t . .  . t h e r e 7  l l p r a b a b l . ?  b e  sior-e drr& 
.t:lyir>i;~ ar-ound a n d  t h a t ' l l  b e  ca r r i e i : l  a l l  wv'er... 
W e l l ,  yoir a l w a y s  g e t  s u b s i t i e n c e  w i t h  t h e  m i n i n g  i i - ldur j t ry  a n d  I  
i:hink tha.t:, sort. o f ,  u n d e r  t t i i . 5  art?a. . :the ! s h a f t s ,  % h e  m i n i n g  [:?1 
+:hirlgz . t h a t  h a v e  b e e n  wai-ked a n d  a n y  s i \ b s i d ~ ! n c e  h a s  occui-r-ed is 
o v e r  a n d  d o n e  w i t h  pr1rrbab1.y l ,mg  bef:ok-e t h i s  h o u s e  w a s  b u i l t  b u t  
f j c j ,  o b v i  i>rrslys t.tlat7 s wt1a.t  t h e y  c:!>nsicle~-ed when t h e y  w e ] - e  
t h i n k i n g  a b o u t  t h r n u q h  t r a f  f i c . .  . I d i a n ' t  real lse t h a t ,  I t h o u g h t  
- 
~ . t  wo~!lcl p r o b a b l y  b e  under-91-ound .For a whi . le ,  yo&.! I:noi.r, l i k e  a 
l o n g i s h  tc.tnnel, o n c e  ou.t  o f  t h e  l o c a l i t y  i t  would b e  up a g a i n .  
So, i f  they: ' ra-e j u s t .  t a l l : j . n g  aborr t  g o i n g  ~ ~ n d e r g r o u n d  ? o r  a w h i l e  
and  . t h e r ~  up a g a i n . .  . I  t h i n k  t h e r e ' l l  be . .  . t h e  s u b s i d e n c e  a s p e c t  
p l e a s e z  o l e ,  bu.t I th ink:  now, ( 'here  w i  l l b e  m o l - e  d u s t  a n d  tnot-e 
n o i  se. 
N o i s e .  Bu t  t h e r . e  a g a i n ,  you know :[ mean, I l j . l :e t o  b e  o u t  i n  
t h e  g a r d e n  ..... C?3.... 
Subs ic lence .  A.F.t:eu- t h a t .  . . I coulc l  5;tand a l i . ttie b i t  o f  drrs.t!, bu.t:. 
I ci:rul.dant s t a n d  a l o t  o f  n o i s e .  
Y e s ;  b e c a u s e  I t h i n k  when y o u " v e  b e e n  workj.ng a l l .  d a y ,  when 
yari' v e ,  so r t  o ? ,  b e e n  i n  a j o b  w h e r e  .tl-~er..e's s o n l i ?  p r e s s u r e ,  yo!.\ 
l i k e  a l i t t l . - . -  r b i t  t3.F t t - a n q u i l i t - y , ,  yiici waii.t. ~;oti~e p e a c e  a n 0  i.f: 
. .- y ~ t u . ' r - e  gixing t o  h a v e  t h i s  i n t t - u s i o n  b y  a n  o u t s i d e  body ,  you  know, 
r)i:,i.ae :;hat y o u ? r - e  n o t  c t - e a t i n g  yo~.<r.sel..F...-you t h i n k  i.t"!+i, so!;t 
0 .6 ,  a n  i nkru!;i on.  
It var-i  es, a n y  .t.iine. . . -+run,  h a 1  f .Four- tea si , t .  
Ye!%, I l i k e  t o  k e e p  t h a t  t i d y  . . . . y  uu C::now,  it:'^ t h e  f:r5?:. v e a r  
ncjw an!? I Z ' v e  tiad a g o  a t  i t  a n d  n e x t  y e a r  I h o p e  it.' I..;. b e  bet:ter-,. 
I t:lon:'-t . th in l< t:i.ie r o a d  w i l l  e.F.f:ect t h e  gilr.den i n  ai-~y way, evei i  i f  
. a n  excess amcn.int o f  cluat:! I t h i n [ :  t h e  plan.k.s w i l l  b e  t ~ l .~ l e  
t u  c:ope w i t h  t h a t ,  t h a t  doesn':: w o r r y  m e .  5 lilole.e klaw i t ?  11 
ef.Fec.f. . t he  p a i  ntwo~-k and  t h e  wint::lowsl .tl.~:i.ngs :I. i k e  . t h a t .  
And d r r s t ,  i . 6  you  l i k e  t h e  window:; o p e n  d u s t  w i l l  .;et i n s i d e ,  a n d  
- y o u ' l l  have'mou-e c:leanl.ng t o  i:ln. 
Well, i t ' l l  e . f f e c t  thein i n  the  same way ' 1  e C f e c t  me, 
obvicjt.rsl y ,  y o u  know. . . i f  t h e ~ - . e " s  a n y  sut.:;i.clence, . they'"  11, b e  
a f  f e c t e d . .  .dust, n o i  se. I t h i n k  a lo t  of  p e c ~ p l e  i n  t h i s  area 
h a v e  i j.verl her.* f u r  q u i t e  a whi l e a n d  so t h e y ' r e  prr3babl.y n:ot-e 
a n > : i c ~ ~ . t s  a b o u t  i t  . than I ~ I I I W  I ' I ~ I  a n > : i n u s  a b o u t  i t  .f.r.oin a 
newc:omer-" 5 p o i n t  o.F v i e w ,  :[ w a n t  a p e r f e c t  pr-opel-ky, a c o n g e n i  a l  
p r o p e r t y  Cot- inysel.F, b u t  t h e p . v e  b e e n  h e r e  a n d  t h e y ' v e  s e e n  v e r y  
~ ~ 
l i t t . le  changes i n  the 25 years  
* First heard when ready to finalise plans. Stuck a little 
notice in the middle of field without telling anyone about 
it. 
That bloke came into back garden with machine. Your mum got 
to ,know cost she works for a doctor and sets all sorts of 
- 
information. 
It were a bit of a con job. It nearly all get passed before 
anyone get to know about it. 
Heard rumours but nothing definite. 
Didn't have much. time to get objective letter in. 
It were all end of last year. They were supposed to start 
it last September. Told it would all be finished in 6 
months. Haven't even started this one yet. 
Went to meeting at the school. 
Got impression from meeting that whatever we said didn't 
matter. They wanted it. 
We went to 2 local council meetings. Could go and listen 
but couldn't say anything and 2 weeks later, when it were 
too late, went to local parish meeting where we could air us 
views. It were too late then. 
Don't know name of local councillor. Went to library, to 
surgery. - 
He dinlt have a lot to say. All they were saying was they 
didn't want it cos' they couldn't afford it. 
What got me was there's all us up here who didn't want the 
road. All Kirkthorpe obviously didn't want it because its 
all going to be dumped on their doorsteps. Stanley don't 
want it cosl of all the road disruption they're going to get 
down there. None of these local councillors got everybody 
together, or they all got together and said, look 
everybody's opposed to this scheme. It were all done in 
little groups. We had us own little group, everybody was 
trying to fight their own little bit, instead of saying we 
don't want the scheme full-stop. 
We found out after the meeting at the school. Somebody let 
it slip. This road across, from the road to Sharleston, 
they could have it if they wanted, if they could get it. 
But the main concern were that road across other side of 
road. If they got this it were an added bonus. 
It was one of them at meeting, with McDonald, after meeting 
when he were talking to everybody. 
You see there is an adequate railway line in, there's no 
need to put that in. 
They wanted that one because the railways run out of tip. 
Wakefield's run out of tipping space. They actually want 
that road in so the dustbin wagons can .... 
No, kept in dark. They tried to shove it through without 
anybody knowing, hoping they8d get it passed. We've since 
heard, I donlt know if itns true, that they really 
struggling for money now, and they're putting road in 
because theyRre contracted to put it in. But they won't be 
able to afford to run it, when itls in. 
Wend had a letter from O'Brien who'd been in touch with 
British Coal, who'd said that if council put road in, to tip 
over there, there would have to be subsidies from council as 
it'd cost more than what they could use over at Acton Hall 
or Snidal. Plus they'd got permission to stick a tip in 
over there. 
Council said if you don't have one you'll have the other, 
like, a bit of a threat. 
Somes truth. Its very hard to find information out of the 
councils. When they first put plans in they asked for 
planning permission to put toxic waste over there. We 
questioned them and they said it's just normal and we don't 
envisage that we'll be tipping toxic waste. Wife said she'd 
been told they were going to tip toxic waste. 
Seemed to get more dust in house. Quite a bit of noise, 
even though we've got double glazing. Road roller kept 
coming up to fill with water. Trevor, on nights, complained 
but council said nowhere else to fill up. 
Every night their burglar alarm on site goes off for half an 
hour until someone comes to shut it off. 
During day wife can hear quite a bit of noise. 
- Machinery noises, graders and noises from driving piles, 
thumping noise. They'll have to have traffic lights so 
it'll be a pig to get out of the street, traffics queueing 
and as soon as its gone they'll be coming the other way. 
In winter it'll be bad with mud and snow. 
They dismissed that as your sort of problem, hard lines, 
when we brought it up. 
Theylll do what they want. The only thing we can do is put 
in for a rent rebate. We've already put in and the bloke 
came to see us and said at the moment if I were you I'd just 
withdraw it, if they start behind you've no chance and if it 
gets kicked out youtve no chance later on. 
As much as possibly get. People came up here because they 
werenRt supposed to be able to. Go behind its all fields. 
Well nobody wants tips. 
They keep saying they're going to start. 
We've had one or two wagons. 
We said if we've got to have road why can't you take it 
further up hill, and they said that to do it, it'd have to 
go through farmland. Farmhouse is listed building, but it 
was flattened before they started, so its another one of 
their arguments gone for a burton. 
They wanted it in whatever you said or did made no 
impression. They wanted road in and that was it. 
They've gone for the cheapest option, I don't see how they 
did seeins as there's already a railway line there, but they 
- - - 
said it were cheaper. 
It didn't matter about any householders. For 50 years. Its 
going to be a mess. 
I'm not happy about it at all. Apart from having a road in 
my back garden, 4 houses its going very close to. We're 
going to have extra noise because there's going to be quite 
a lot of 40 tonne wagons and its going to be a private road, 
so theres qoing to be no real control on exhaust fumes, 
wagons dropping to bits, noisy wagons and all that. 
When its dry, and all stuffs dry, wind blows up this street 
so all muck's going to blow up here. 
They've got something else in mind for this road they say 
once Sharelstons finished, which they give it 20 years, but 
I and others don't think its got near 20 years. So that's a 
con. Keeping men in jobs, once its shut. They'll shift 
road further through onto other roads. Dustbin wagons can 
come from Featherstone, Pontefract etc. and use it for 
household waste. 
t You pick bits up here and there, somes rumours. 
* A woman who was on the committee of something, and the 
council, over there, arranged a meeting, about peoples views 
and that, and she says about 3 people turned up. 
* She said it was a waste of time calling the meeting. 
* I expected a bigger response cost she says lots of other 
areas had a bigger response. 
x I would (gone) just to have seen what they were talking 
about. 
* It doesn't have any effect on us round here, not me 
personally. 
x Fairly close, we don't hear it. We don't walk up that way. 
* Its for colliery. 
* It doesn't affect me personnaly. It doesnft make the 
slightest difference, having the road, or not having the 
road. 
1 Round here, yes, with the councillor, I thought he was the 
best person to have a meeting or call a meeting. He'd 
probably know more about it than, and held do more with the 
council, if anybody objected. But as I say they didn't turn 
up for meeting so that was it. 
* One of nicest places for 9 months of year, quiet, walk 
doggy, nicest until road gets going, we don't know what 
we're going to get until the road gets going. 
* Twice a day, thats my walk. 
* . Its peaceful, nice avenue, nice people. 
* Been here since 1961. 
.+ Became aware when walking dog and saw surveyors measuring 
out and we were all wondering what was going to happen and 
one day I asked a chappie who was doing it and he said 'oh 
there's a road going to go through' and about a month after 
he came out with it was a haulage road was going through. 
x I actually asked one of the men, whether he was a surveyor 
or not, I don't know. 
* I mentioned it to Mr. Worth then. 
* Could say I was one of first. 
* About a month later then we did get letters informing us 
about it was a haulage road was going to go through and we 
could put objections in if we wished which we all did and hd 
various meetings. 
Well, the events following that was that everyone was going 
to sell their houses, we were all going to move, but of 
course, thats just there and then, its like everything else - 
when things go off, but you just forget these things. 
We had various meetings. We went and lobbied the council, 
went to their council meetings 
The council meetings we just found out when they were on, 
the councillor for this ward more or less told us when the 
meetings were on and we just went and sat in. 
He could have informed 1 or.2 and they just passed it on or 
what, I don't know, its such a long time ago. 
I went to various council meetings and the ward meetinq, 
where we didn't get anywhere at all. They all put their 
objections in. 
You can't fight the metropolitan can you, I mean a little 
group cantt. 
Three, I'm on my own, if therefs a man there you're more 
braver. 
It doesnft look too bad and to be honest it doesnft bother 
me much because I'm not going to be in very much. Next 
door, she's an invalid and she's got the noise all the time. 
Really it doesn't bother us that much, we've had no noise, 
and no noise of traffic, as such, just yet, that will come 
later when the road starts moving. 
I'm in and out. 
(Noise) We have to have the door closed. I had it that much 
that I couldn't keep the door open which was a nuisance with 
a dog and nice weather. 
You couldn't have sat out in the garden. 
Bleepings, continuous and a lot of bleeping. 
Dust, we're in a very windy area. 
The wind normally comes this way. 
Windows very dirty. Not usually very dirty, but you 
couldn't see out of them actually. 
I'm not looking forward to it, because of the noise and the 
foundations of the houses. It's going to be terribly near 
these 4 houses, and they're going to have to dig deep to 
come under the road. There is subsidence up the road. I 
don't know if its going to weaken the foundations at all. 
You've all that thought in your mind. Also, what is it 
going to be like with all these big heavy lorries start 
moving around with all the dust and the dirst and the windy 
days. It's not going to be very pleasant actually. But 
this roads going through, so there isn't anything we can 
say. 
They say they'd tidy it all up and make it decent for us. If 
- 
they do do that it won't be too bad, but will they? They 
promise these things ... 
Will tidying it up stop these silly devils who bring their 
rubbish up. There's no need for it in Normanton. 
Some are more concerned. One up above's got a younger 
family what's working night shifts, so obviously they're 
worried about sleeping during the day. 
When the fields ploughed it won't seem as far away. 
On the plan it looks to come very close. 
* We've more or less accepted it and we hope its going to be 
as decent as possible and not cause us any trouble. We do 
at the moment have some mad boys going backwards and 
forwards on motor bikes. I only hope they can't get on this 
road or else it'll be like these motorcylce race tracks. 
x I'd take my complaints to Mr. Worth. 
t At the moment I think he's going to try and fight and get us 
double glazing. 
* You're used to road noise here. It sounds like every heavy 
lorry's going to come into your front garden. 
* They would never sleep in the back when it starts. My sleep 
wont be affected. 
* Well me personally, we live in a council house which is not 
desirable cos I'd like to own me own house, but we're lucky 
insomuch as we live right on the edge of the estate and we 
live next door to the private estate, so it's almost as if 
we're on the private estate and we donft have many people 
round here with lots of kids etc. I just find a pleasant 
place to live. It's quiet, yes, that more or less sums it 
UP 
* It's easy to get to work. 
* It's a bit too far from-town for me. 
* (Move) We'd like to very much, status I suppose. I'd like 
to move down south, within the next five years. 
* Only thing I know is itfs a road being built for benefit of 
Sharleston colliery to transport whatever from the colliery 
to Welbeck. That's really all I know about it. 
* First heard about it in the Wakefield Express. They were 
getting up meeting, I do believe they came round. 
x I think it was the councillor. They were getting this big 
petition up about it. There was a big hue and cry when we 
first found out, cos they'd put up notices about it but 
nobody knew what they were cos they were so high up the 
telegraph poles. Right at the end where the roads going to 
cross over road they put up one post with a little notice 
about it. I don't think a lot of people saw it. It was - 
actually in the middle of the brush, not near the path where 
people walk, but about 30 yds into the brush, so it was 
covered up. 
* So we didn't know anything was going off. Personally we 
think they've kept it very quiet. I don't think a lot of 
people knew about it until they actually put it in the paper 
saying we're building a road. 
x An article in the paper, that they'd got wind of building 
this road and they'd decided to put an article in the paper 
and see if they got any reaction, which they did do. Up 
until the passlng of the permission to build this road, I 
don't think a lot of people even knew they were considering 
it. 
They said we're building a road here and youfe got, sort of, 
a month to appeal, but the notice were so far away, I donft 
think a lot of people couldfve possibly seen it. 
They were going to build fence to sort of block us in, but 
now theyfve change that. I don't know whether that's 
through protest or what. 
* (Protest) I don't think there's been as much as there ought 
to be. There's been no petitions or nothing like that. I'm 
afraid nowadays, with this government, it's no good trying 
to say anything. 
There were a couple of meetings, apathy, we never went. 
Selfish as it sounds I don't want to think 5 years from now 
we're going to be here, so that's why I didn't go. I know 
it's a bad attitude, is there any pomnt. They talk to you 
as if you dontt know owt. We didn't feel as if we could do 
anything anyway. 
I think its going from Sharleston colliery to that area. 
To me it was very underhand and passed through very quickly 
without anybody really having time. Whatever happens I'm 
not that keen on staying here now, so it has had an effect 
on us. I would certainly have liked to have had more 
information about it beforehand. 
There's been no information, none at all. 
Why couldn't they have used the old railway lines. 
Its noisewise it could affect us, because, I don't know how 
true it is, there's supposed to be one about every minute, 
lorries going to be golng by so whether or not the noise 
will ffect us, I don't know. 
It reduces the price of the houses knowing thats outside 
their doorstep and the elderly people, its really not on, 
their going to have a motorway in their back yard. For the 
old people, the noise, its supposed to affect them. I think 
the children having a big motorway like that it could be 
quite dangerous. It's going to transform from a very 
peaceful area to a very congested area. It's going to be 
like spaghetti junction. It's going to affect others more 
than us I think. 
The people in the private houses - they stand to lose a lot 
of money - but nothings happened. 
We've been told that Sharleston's only got 5 years left so 
whats the point in building a road that's going to be 
obsolete in 5 years. Why couldn8tthey have used the 
railway? 
It just seems like a very expensive answer to something that 
isn't going to last a very long time. 
Wrth --- M r .  ~ r t h h e  got it all in detail and - Imean 
- he spke about it a t  two meetings that he had; They cried h i m  
dom a t  both meetings really. Well quite a - el sane of the 
t o p b y s  i n t h e  Cbuncil andonethiqandamther .  ; he; he 
did have it all wrote out in detail. 
I don't k m w  where he got it fran he had gone into it in depth - 
very mwh so. 
Yes. 
He told us you know a l l  h t  was go* to h a p  and he spoke a t  
these meetings and they sort of cried h i m  ibm. We attended a l l  
the meetings but M r .  Wrth goes now to represent the Avenue. 
Well he said; my husband said a t  one of the meetirgs h e  said its 
all right till you start bringing these ~ i v a t e  contractors i n  
and you k m w  they says that there w i l l  be none of that but it was 
in  the night paper. I w i l l  just see i f  I can find it. 
I k m w  my daqhter spotted it in the night paper; 
Yes. 
She saw it - he might just have burnt it. It ms sanething 
ahout - sanething ahout private contractors - sanething like 
that. well vhat they wanted I think they wanted money; 
It' s not i n  that paper. 
It w s  in cme of them this mek so you' ll probably see it. It 
has in the Ytxkshire Eveniq Fost one night this w k .  It was 
sanething about private and they are wanting people to take it an 
you h w  like private. 
Sanefhing like that hecause my husband said "Eke *at I told 
you" . 
And seemingly I don't think theyhave got enoqh m y  now I am 
not sure - don't quote me on that. 
We w objected &an the word 'go' because these tw houses 
specially i t 's  going to affect. I mean they were supposed to 
start that on the 22nd July. This this road was s u p s e d  to 
start and they let us know that it  as going to be started an the 
22nd July. lhat was lbnday and they have not started ye t  but the 
noise that w have had when they hare been doing it aver there 
has been terrible. 
lhey also said they muld cmly wrk  9 till - was it 8 vihile 5 - 
they have been a t  it £ran 7 i n  the morning till 7 a t  night and cm 
Sunday as -1. In fact wl Wrth wmt aver and I rrng then and - 
mnplained about the d s e ;  the mise was terrible; you could 
feel the house l i teral ly sh+ing. So i t 's  CW help us &en they 
start on this j u s t  out here. 
The constnrtion of that side - "Audrey how long have they been 
on w i t h  that over there? 6 rmnths i sn ' t  it?" But they said 
that they m e  behind they said that d t ~  to the tad veather they 
have got behirid; 
Eut w did canplain about that noise didn't be I mean they bere 
working on a m y  working there. I h w  it was before 
(hristmas - bekre Christmas; wel l  before Christmas that they 
started but they; I mean; everybcdy objected to it. I mean we 
got a petition up on this Avenue and on the other ones as w d l .  
W .  mrth was the best one he did have a l l  the detail didn't he 
Audrey? He told the Cbmcillors and they cried him dom didn't 
they? And all  that he said is caning t r ~ .  
Wll  it wakes you up on a &ng doesn't it ~udrey; Yes it 
a s  p u  up on a morning - I mean the place - see this is it 
it 's g d q  to be finished in 50 years and be are having to put up 
w i t h  noise and disturbawe w i t h  sanethiq be w i l l  probably 
never see. 
No we get all the hassle; the disturbance ; dir t ;  the discan&rt 
but  we are not going to probably see it. 
It were all day -en1 t it &at - well I mean them days that be 
objected they w e  a t  it f m  7 on a morning. 
Wen W Wrth mt across they did stop they stow about 11 
but p u  see they should not he -king on a wkend. 
W11 it starts it is f i r s t  t h iq  on a m i n g  and d w i q  the day 
wll i t 's  mainly a l l  day i sn ' t  it &en they are a t  it. It has 
been a b i t  quieter. 
It holds the traffic up a lot dom on the main road - yes. Yes 
it affects the traffic a lot. 
Wll  the traffic were having to stop and slow dow they have 
lights on I mean. A t  one stage they put a board up a t  the end of 
this Avenue and anyboay going dow this Avenue could not see to 
get out of the Avenue and we had to ask then to  m e  it. 
1 we never really noticed it I mean you get used to that I 
mean that' s sanething you get used to. Olnriously bhen p u  have 
lived here a l l  the time you get used to it. 
25 years. 
Because of the area - it was private and it was suppsed to he a 
green belt area that 
. - See these houses especially .' on this side p p l e  sort of - 
they're waiting for psople to put then up for sale - especially 
then a t  this side because it is so wivate. You've got see that 
hedge is the Wakefield houndary line. lhathedge canes a t  the 
top of our garden and it was because it kas 1 especially this 
side - it was the mst private that is why we chose to cane 
here. Yes I mean we never expcted this caning. 
W e l l  there's yes but wer-y is mrrying mw a b u t  the 
devalmtion of wopr ty .  
I think it w i l l  be - yes I mean - p p l e ' s  going to be put off 
aren't they? Chiously I mean a thing like that a t  back of then 
they are going to say wel l  we're mt canitq. 
I muld say aout £26; 000 - that' s the lowst  that' s the least. 
Well cme of them was up for sale a t  30 sanething thousand. 
I mean the rates are very high; rates are very high. Ws have put 
in £or a rate rebate but they have said they cannot do anything 
until all  those lorries start mxring - can't claim a penny for 
the noise or anything just cmce those lorries start mxring that 's  
when we can claim. 
W e l l  we are going to put in again; I mean; we have had a l l  the - 
the gentlenan that ' s  cane t o  represent it we have had to retract 
!hat we sent in fj3r a rent rebate because he said you cannot 
claim unt i l  the lorries have started because they say that that 
d i s t u r a  is only tgnprary. 
Very close - i t '  s er - I don' t know how many yards it is £ran 
me. %ese tm houses and then Mrs. Wane and Mrs. Sykes they are 
going to be these 4 houses are the mrst but these tvro are the 
closest. 
The noise ; the d i r t  ; the d i r t .  
The d i r t ' s  going to m e  aver dxriously I mean. You aren't going 
to be able to sit outside or anything because of the d i r t  and the 
noise I mean. The noise wer there was bad enought but to be 
able t o  want to sit out in p u r  garden here - 
I mean I cannot get out so I can cmly get out into the garden but 
I mean other people that live round about even they don't want to 
put up with that. 
And we have said we mainly said the dwallation of woperty as 
ell. 
We have + it a l l  dom on ppe r  there are going to be - how 
many lorries did they say a day Audrep 
140 each; that 's  140 each m y  .-. . is i t ?  They have all to go and - 
cane back. 
Wll  when the f i r s t  meetings ws e t  to ws didn't think that ws 
got anything from the Cbuncil. In fact e v e r m y  was diqusted 
wi th  the Bmci l  i t se l f  and the Cbmcil took the vote as I say 
before just the odd one said he'd gone into sane depth but  the 
others I don' t think had realised just !hat it entailed. 
W t e  a £ew of than; yes; yes. And they just voted for it I mean 
this Welheck scheme looking a t  it on this plan is going to be 
marvellous but as w say i n  40 years' time and w ~ !  w i l l  never see 
it but now; you see; ws have seen it odd times in the paper. 
'Ihey' r e  frightened m w  because there' s going to be a t i p  over 
there and they' re e ightend of this toxic waste &at is going to 
be toxic waste. 
And this is &at the Bmcil and they have contacted the MP about 
this. 
W e l l  it was i n  the piper that the Cbmcillors - cne or tw of the 
Cbuncillors - ccntacted the MP. 
W l l  yes I think so yes had contacted the MPs w i t h  regard to 
finding out just what is this toxic waste going to lz. 
Wll  w ~ !  don' t know but I mean we have heard it' s going to cane 
fran all over. lhey are going to bring rubbish they said £ran 
Sharlston and then we've heard it is going to cane &an is it 
South Kirby; Kirby p i t  and sanewhere else because I mean 
Sharlston i sn ' t  going to stay opm ¶%r a long time. It's pit  
waste and then they are thinking of sane other waste. 
Mr. Wrth he told us about the toxic waste but don't quote any of 
this. & said a b u t  the toxic waste in the f i r s t  he told he 
-ed us about this and he told t h a n  and they j w t  said it muld 
be ordinary sort of household waste but p u  see there's been 
different articles i n  the paper w i t h  regard to this. And all the 
other night in the paper when they m e  saying about private 
amtractors and methane was menticned in the night paper but i f  
p could get hold of the night paper there was an article in  
there but I think my husbatad must have burnt it on the f i re .  
I don't kmw. My daughter read it out I didn't actually read it 
she read it out. And she says about methane. husband said 
sanething but I didn' t catch what he said. 
Yes ; yes. 
I think we' ve been trying - I thinkwe' ve had the Eort of; 
what's the expressicn; had the wml pulled over our eyes quite a 
lot. I mean vhen we w a t  to one meeting dew a t  M a n d s  they 
tried to  really pull the wml over us eyes but quite alot of the 
people didn' t believe them; 
.- . 
I mean they told us ¶%r a start off that ws wm't get any 
canpnsatim . I£ there is anything done i f  anyuliq ' s done to 
the house we'll not get any canpensaticn. What we w i l l  have to 
do is sue the - is it the &tm whatever it is t h ' s  in charge 
f i r s t  each one individually and this is what was said; p u  kmw. 
~ t '  s the cost of going to oourt individmlly kcause we asked 
about than doubl&glazing and putting sounif-pnmfing in and they 
just said ' no' and it' s up to you about your rates. %is is that 
they just said there muld he no canpensaticn. 
A t  the M a n d s  meeting. 
W e l l  I really er D3roth was speakiq cn hehalf of the mmty 
Cbuncil and then they had this Professcx WDonald because he was 
mentioned in the eveniq paper the other night. His name was 
mentioned. & was there and there was one of the of these 
surveyars bods or vhatever they are. lhey was there and they 
were trying to blind us w i t h  sciene; they were trying to blind 
us w i t h  science. 
1 yea I mean I mean yes people they even wrote to the MP and 
this  is what I told one of the reporters. I said I don't kmw 
vhy we did it I don' t know vhy we wrote hecause we knew frcm the 
mrd 'go' that it muld go through. Tney had to write to the MP; 
the hviromental Balth Minister - I think it was Jenldns or 
sanekcfly then 1 and they had t o  write all aver. People did they 
got the letters back that it was in hand but we knew fran the 
v m d  ' go' that that ma3 muld go through but a lot of the 
objection has hhy build a road vhen there was already a railmy 
there; %ere was already a railmy fran Sharlston which could 
have been used. or tab the road further back. 
1 we wrote w a l l  we wrote I mean quite a lot of people wro te  
but you know these things cut and dried. I mean you see every 
day on the television these that 's  having these nuclear pwer 
statians they are all objecting but they know that they w i l l  he 
put there. 'Ibis is w h a t  Imean as an exanple. 
You can write till you're b l e  w11 or speak till you're b l e  in 
the f a  write to &atever but p u  know i t ' s  still going to go 
through. T n e p w s  thatbethey;  theykmw f romthewnrd 'go' 
that it' s going through and that' s it no m a t t e r  v h t  yow 
objections p u  make ; 
Yes ; yes. 
But mare so use the existing railway line that was already there; 
Yes. 
See &ere we live we' re going to have it sand along the back 
and when p u  look out of the front lourge wincbw qou can see that 
road all across the road so you've no outlook now. We had fields 
p u  oould just see the fields mu can just see got this great big - 
road winding its way across the fields. Yes you can see it out 
of the front. I mean i f  p u  were standing a t  my front gate p u  
can see it fran there. 
W l l  it is I mean obviously the p p l e  that l ive  on the front of 
the road they haven't got a very good outlook out of their front 
This table shows the results of peoples ratings of statements for 
the expected effects of the operational phase of the road scheme. 
As can be seen between one-fifth and half of respondents agree 
that there will be negative effects associated with the road 
scheme during its operation. These findings will form the 
starting point for the next phase of the project. 
Table 
Level of Aareements with Individual Statements 
(Future Conditions) = N = 78 
AGREE DISAGREE 
Haulage lorries 20 1 3 5 4 5 62 
Woken up 2 9 7 8 8 <1 5 43 
Increase lorries 4 6 8 5 3 5 <1 34 
More dust 4 7 4 9 5 <1 3 33 
Unable to walk across fields 42 5 4 6 4 3 37 
Smell lorries 30 5 3 6 1 5 50 
Attract children 2 4 4 3 5 1 3 60 
Damage foundations 2 5 4 1 <1 18 4 48 
Interfere TV 29 <1 1 19 2 <1 48 
Affect nerves 18 <1 2 9 3 <1 68 
Affect garden 17 <1 3 8 <1 5 68 
House unpleasant 22 <1 9 15 3 4 47 
Have to keep doors closed 36 4 6 5 3 1 45 
Damage foundations (2) 23 1 41 24 <1 4 46 
Damage plaster 30 1 3 22 3 3 38 
Estate less pleasant 4 4 4 3 11 1 <1 37 
Waste money 52 3 3 10 3 3 28 
Tip other waste 4 7 1 3 10 1 1 36 
Disturbances get worse 
over time 5 0 3 1 14 3 4 25 
No Benefits 2 0 1 3 18 1 1 56 
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PILOT SURVEY SAMPLE 
Name of Street 
Clark Crescent 
Conqrow 
Elslcker Lane 
Hilltop View 
Queensway 
Shakespeare Avenue 
South Street 
St Johns Crescent 
Sylvester Avenue 
Wakefield Road 
House Numbers 
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RESULTS FROM SURVEY FORM ABOUT OPERATIONAL 
PHASE OF STUDY 
